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 A date for your diaries
Oh, by the way…

Marti’s movies keep rocking
Keith has a Berry Christmas chat
Nick Cobban loans us his latest trips
Tony Papard has an odd take on pantomime
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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Just in time for the pantomime season, Tony Papard sends us this helpful guide.

Synopsis of Jack & The Beanstalk in Polari, the old gay slang
Jack was a filly omie who lived with his mother in a bijou latty. They had nanty metzers, just a
cow. The polone polaried to Jack he would have to troll down to the market with the cow and sell it
for some measures. Jack took the cow and was offered some fabulosa magic beans for the beast.
When he got home his mother’s eek turned furious and she chucked the beans out of the latty
window. Next day Jack vadad a big beanstalk which had sprouted up, and so he climbed up it.
Ajax to the top of the beanstalk was a huge latty, Jack knocked on the door and a polone
answered. She told him to go trolling as a great big omie lived there, her husband who jarried filly
omies. Jack said he was tired and hungry himself, so the polone let him into the latty and gave
him some bona manjari. As he was jarrying he heard some giant footsteps and the polone told
him to go and hide.
The big omie sat down and the polone brought him a huge jarry. Then the big omie called for his
fabulosa magic hen which laid golden eggs, and for his harp. As the harp played the big omie fell
asleep. When the big omie’s ogles were closed Jack came out of hiding, shushed the hen and the
harp, ran out of the big latty and climbed down the beanstalk. The big omie was coming down
after him, so Jack told his mother to get an ax and Jack cut down the beanstalk. The big omie fell
to the ground dead. With the hen laying golden eggs Jack and his mother had loads of metzers
and lived happily ever after.
Glossary:
filly omie – young man
bijou – little
latty – house
nanty – no
metzers/measures – money
polone – woman
polaried – talked (Polari is also the gay
slang),
troll – to walk
fabulosa – wonderful

eek/ecaf – face
vadad – saw
ajax – next to
trolling – walking
omie – man
jarried – ate
bona – good
manjari/jarry – food
ogles – eyes
shushed – stole
Tony Papard
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We hope you’ve been nice
and not naughty this year as
Krampus is standing by,
hissing “ HOLD THE THIRD
PAGE! ”
Season’s Greetings Gang,
Here’s wishing you have a wonderful, relaxing Christmas, may
the year ahead bring you days of pleasure aplenty.
I shall be sparing a thought for quite a number of Woodies who
will spend the festive days working within essential services whilst
I tuck into my Christmas lunch, pulling a cracker or two.
A timely opportunity too, to thank all those good folks who stayed
loyal to us, not just this year, but throughout the years past along
with those yet to come; those who have attended our shows, social gatherings, our contributors
who help to make this magazine so entertaining, not forgetting too all those who work so hard
voluntarily behind the scenes giving up so much of their time.
There are quite a few of us who may for whatever reason be not that enamoured with Christmas
and even less so with that annual anti-climax known as New Year, preferring to shut out the
mayhem behind locked doors, politely turn down invitations to parties that celebrate another year,
despite being bored with what television has to offer. As you may have read in Issue 111, Tales
From The Woods comes to the rescue, inviting you to cast aside your new year blues and join us
for our hootenanny at Gerry’s club, Soho on January 2nd. A few members of the TFTW Band will be
on hand to provide the entertainment, guests from the floor will step up and sing and play a tune
or two. Our hugely popular musical soirées at Gerry’s have a limited capacity, so we need to know
in advance if you wish to attend, all the details you need to know are in the flyer below.
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It’s getting closer gang, and I’m talking of course about Sunday 19th April 2020, when the doors of
London’s iconic 100 Club will be thrown open to three living legends of Swamp Pop, Gulf Coast
Rock’n’Roll.

Tickets are now on sale generally to both Woodies and the rocking public at large. Just a polite
reminder, only TFTW members can claim their reductions by contacting us personally but if,
however, the preference of both members and non-members is to purchase with debit and credit
cards, please contact the 100 Club via their website to obtain an e-ticket which will be exchanged
for a hard ticket at the box office on the night.
As already reported we have disbanded TFTW PayPal facilities, and we have now introduced direct
bank transfers, which is far simpler and certainly more cost effective for us. To utilise this method,
just send an email to keithwoods25@hotmail.com and I will send you the necessary details by
return.
If you require seating could you please advise us as soon as you possibly can; stage front seating
without tables is being snapped up really rapidly, while stage right with shared tables as you enter
the venue from the street appears at present the next preferred option, closer to the bar no doubt.
Stage left, which has an equally excellent stage view, is beginning to attract too. On this occasion
reserved seating tickets will be issued and dispatched with show tickets.
We have other exciting plans for this musically historical event in April, which I shall be delighted
to talk about within these pages as and when they become confirmed.
2020 is going to be one fantastic year for Tales From The Woods, as you will read below.
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Before I sign off for another issue, just want to update you all on our documentary. 2020 will be an
extremely busy period for all involved in TFTW, be it interviews with artists, musicians, TFTW
personages, and fans. As Andrew G our film maker declared at a meeting just a couple of days
ago, he will rarely be seen without his camera throughout much of 2020. Through the months
when we expect the sun to shine upon us to keep us warm, expect to find us location shooting
around ‘ole London town’, visiting venue sites past and present that have played a major role not
just in TFTW history, but are historically important in the evolution of contemporary music in and
around the capital, theatres, cinemas too; I’m certainly looking forward to visiting these sites.
There are three very important projects either under way or in the pipe-line that are the brainchild
of Marti Canal; if you are regular attendee of TFTW shows, you will know him as our roadie busying
himself throughout the proceedings with dedicated conscientiousness, or you will have read his
cinema reviews within the pages of this magazine over these last few years. Well now elevated to
the position of live events PA he has undertaken three projects that will enhance the good name
of TFTW in the years ahead. I can’t say too much at present time, until we see lights at the end of
the tunnel, but exciting times ahead.

























In issue 111 I mentioned that by the time this current issue hits your screens, we should have
resolved our TFTW YouTube channel and Facebook problems, but unfortunately that has not yet
been forthcoming. However we are confident that a satisfactory conclusion is just around the
corner, maybe even before this magazine is published, you will once again see all our past show
segments on-line to enjoy, news reviews times past and treasured along with times yet to have on
TFTW Facebook, in the meantime keep those postings coming on my personal Facebook page,
that’s keeping us updated with all things TFTW.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to two Rockabilly names who have left
us; firstly, Lew “Cat Talk” Williams who died aged 85 on 1st September, and belatedly too, we
have to say goodbye to Jay Chevalier who died on 30th March.
Lew Williams was born on 12th January 1934. While most
rockabillies had to wait at least two or three decades to find
fame and appreciation, at first during the Rockabilly explosion
from the mid seventies continuing through the decade that
followed in Europe before finally spreading across the Atlantic
to their native land, Lew had to wait even longer. Despite the
first Imperial rockabilly compilation LP released in 1977 which
included two of his recordings, “Bop Bop Ba Doo Bop” and
“Centipede”, described no doubt accurately by Woodie and
one of the leading authorities of all things, Rock’n’Roll, rhythm
& blues, doo-wop etc, worldwide, Bill Millar in the sleeve-notes
as a Jazzy synthesis of hillbilly and jump blues. Originally cut
at Imperial studios in Hollywood in the final few months of
1956 along with two other sides that would cement his
reputation decades later, “Something I Said” and “Abra Cadabra”, the session had such luminaries
as Barney Kessell on guitar, Ernie Freeman on piano, so it had everything going for it, but the
imagination of its targeted young audience failed to be captured.
Lewis Wayne Williams being his given name, he had already been in the music business a few
years before, born and raised In Chillicothe Texas, by age 12 in 1946 appearing on local radio
shows, the same year the family upped sticks to Dallas. It was here in a metropolis that his
musical education bore fruit, taking in all that he heard around him, Blues, Big Band Swing,
Rhythm & Blues, Hillbilly, by 1952 whilst still at university he began to play with semi-professional
bands.
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Becoming friendly with a local studio boss, Jim Beck, who allowed Lew to demo a few songs he
had written, the following year he found himself in the studio with the house band, recording his
first session, which found light of day on the local “Flair” label. Although sales on the small label
were not earth shattering, it got him noticed enough to record another session in October, which
resulted with his first attempt at “Cat Talk”, a witty jive talking piece that meant he would many
years later be coined as the Cab Calloway of rockabilly. Another track cut was “Teenagers Talking
On The Telephone” in a similar vein and equally quirky.
It was not until after Elvis Presley had shaken up the south that Lew Chudd of the aforementioned
Imperial label signed Lew up. However fate decreed success was not to be, and he was dropped
by the label.
Disappointed with the lack of headway in his career and no
doubt the need to secure a living, he concentrated on his song
writing, forming business partnerships and later successfully
promoting shows nationwide that included more than a few big
names, apart from a one-off release on the Hamilton label, a
subsidiary of Dot Records, recorded at Owen Bradley’s
legendary studio in Nashville, complete with the Jordanaires on
backing vocals. Lew thought a name change might do the trick,
and for this release he became Vik Wayne. By all accounts it
was felt that the song “The Girl I Saw On Bandstand” ticked all
the right commercial boxes but Dick Clark, promoter and presenter of TV show “Bandstand” that
was beamed across the USA, took exception to the name of his show being used, so ended all
prospects. Clark had clout, nothing could be done, and little more was heard of Lew as a
performer until he was tracked down in 1998 on the eve of the Bear Family Records’ release of
“Cat Talk”. Soon he was persuaded to cross the pond, appearing at the Hemsby, Norfolk
Rock’n’Roll Weekender around the birth of the present century. Despite having been absent from
a stage for forty years, he looked right, sounded right, and certainly to me exceeded all
expectations, followed by shows in Europe, and back home in the States at the Viva Las Vegas
Rock’n’Roll weekend held in that desert city. He was due to headline that very festival in 2016
when illness, not for the first time, struck him down, not only resulting in him cancelling but
spending his final few years in a nursing home, pretty much confined to a wheel chair.
His most famous song “Cat Talk” has spanned a life of its own, indelibly associated with
Rockabilly, magazines, various rockabilly compilations, and no doubt a band or two along the way.

























Jay Chevalier was born Joe J Chevalier, 4th March 1936, near
Alexandria, Louisiana, by his own admission in circumstances of dire
poverty at the height of the depression which affected the south in
many cases far worse than the remainder of the USA.
At age 18 he enlisted in the US marines, and it was whilst in the
services he formed his first band, which included his cousin. Soon they
landed their own radio show on a station based in Oakdale in his native
state of Louisiana. In 1956 he attended a show in Norfolk, Virginia
where at the time he was stationed, headlined by Gene Vincent who,
barely more than a year or so prior, had been in the services himself,
the US Navy. Vincent and Jay became buddies, hanging out together,
Gene no doubt encouraging Jay to further his musical career once out
of the military. Soon he was in the studio cutting his first ever record on
the fitting Cajun label based in Norfolk, Virginia, “Rock’n’Roll Angel”, an echo laden piece, no
doubt heavily influenced by Vincent’s early Capitol sessions.
Once discharged from the military, he was not short of club, bar and teenage school hop
bookings. His record sold okay around the south without actually catching fire, and his follow up
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“Big Cloud” did similar business. It would be the third that would set a pattern, departing from
countless other young singers and musicians wanting a piece of the Rock’n’Roll action.
“The Balled Of Earl K Long” set that pattern, a niche corner of the market, topical songs set to a
rockabilly beat. It hit the streets hot on the heels of a scandal that found governor of Louisiana
Earl Long being committed to a hospital for the mentally disturbed after involvement with Bourbon
Street stripper, Blaze Starr, not helped by a ranting, hollering, foul mouthed public outburst
suggesting he’d been set up by opponents.
The record created quite a stir throughout Louisiana, setting Jay as a local legend, and similar
themes continued when in 1960 Jay entered Eddie Shuler’s tiny and primitive studio, Goldband at
Lake Charles (where I and countless other Woodies have visited on many a “Stomping
Southlands” tour) to record “Castro Rocks”. Amazingly many years later Jay would perform the
song at Cuba’s Hotel Nacional situated in the centre of the capital Havana. 1961 saw the release
of “Billy Cannon”, celebrating his home state local football star.
The following year leaving the south behind, he headed way up west to Hollywood, whereupon he
recorded for the Crest label and found himself with a regular lucrative gig at the Golden Nugget
Lounge, Las Vegas. In 1963 upon his request his backing band The Long Shots travelled out to
join him, recording a single that saw release on Memphis based Cotton Town Jubilee label,
“Come Back to Louisiana”. The song was both in praise of his home state and homesickness for
everything associated with it.
Some thirty years later the song would get a new lease of life when featured on the soundtrack of
the movie “Blaze” based on Earl K Long’s career and tribulations, which had no less a figure than
Paul Newman In the lead role; Jay not only played senator Paul Braden in the film but was also
the historical consultant.
Chevalier re-recorded the song in 2006 in the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina, encouraging folks to do just that. The song was adopted by the
Louisiana state legislature as the third representative state song, joining
“You Are My Sunshine” and “Give Me Louisiana”.
I saw Jay Chevalier perform on the wonderful Ponderosa Stomp in New
Orleans on my last trip Stateside to date, 2004. A year later he made his
one and only visit to these shores to perform at Hemsby Rock’n’Roll
Weekender, in the county of Norfolk, which on this occasion happened to
be one of those I missed.

























At the time of going to press, we hear of the sad passing of yet another legendary name in the
annals of Rockabilly history, Rudy ‘Tutti’ Grayzell. We shall attempt to pay homage to his long
career and his many visits to us both here in the UK and Europe in the forthcoming issue.

Jazz On A Summer’s Day, the 1958 film documentary of this prestigious jazz festival held in
Newport, Rhode Island, is truly deserving of 5th place in my rapidly expanding favourite movies of
all time for this magazine. I believe it to be a masterpiece, capturing many legendary names from
the world of Jazz, now sadly long gone, born when the century past was in its infancy, one or two
no doubt dating back to the last couple of decades of the 19th century.
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Acclaimed photographer Bert Stern directed, but amazingly he was never called upon to repeat. It
finally saw release in American cinemas during the early months of 1960, and a short while later
released here in the UK.
The film’s opening credits see the
finishing touches being made by
ground staff to the stage, rows of
chairs being placed in readiness
for the festival audience, where
the eagle eyed among you will
observe actor Telly Savalas
minus his Kojak lollipop later in
the proceedings. A jalopy cruises
the harbour with a Dixieland band
aboard reminding the tourists and
residents that the well-heeled
sailing regatta taking place at the
same time at Narragansett Bay is
not the only show in town. The
film often cuts to the sailing
yachts, much to the annoyance of
many a critic who has viewed the movie over these past six decades.
One of the many highlights of the movie must be when, at one minute past midnight as Saturday
gave way to Sunday, the world’s greatest gospel singer is announced by the MC - enter the
graceful figure of Mahalia Jackson. You don’t have to be remotely religious to be moved by this
amazing performance, you can be atheist or agnostic like me, as this grand lady performs “Didn’t
It Rain”, “Walk All Over God’s Heaven” and, during her captivating rendition of “The Lord’s Prayer”
which closed her set, reducing many in the audience to tears. It’s easy to understand how; the
power of her voice, the raw emotion, the commitment and dedication of her art. No matter how
many times I view this footage, I never tire, still get goose bumps.

Chuck Berry

Louis Armstrong

Mahalia Jackson

A Rock’n’Roll artist appearing at a Jazz festival might just raise an eyebrow even today as the
present century enters its third decade. However, to say it was revolutionary in 1958 would be an
understatement, sacrilege to some I’m sure, and the promoter must have been a very brave man.
Chuck Berry backed up by the Newport Jazz Festival House Band which included Jo Jones on
drums, Jack Teagarden on trombone, Rudy Rutherford amongst them, I think that this is one of
the greatest moments in the annals of Rock’n’Roll history.
A controversial view for sure, however I stand by it; it had never happened before, Rock’n’Roll
was still relatively young, Jazzers were digging it, check out the clarinet man blowing up a storm
as Chuck duckwalks during the instrumental break of “Sweet Little Sixteen”. They were showing
him respect, there was no snobbery, see the big grin on Jo Jones’ face, he was no stranger to
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jump and jive as he was behind the skins in Count Basie’s band, a man who courted criticism
many times for veering dangerously close to Rock’n’Roll.
Check out too the cats jitterbugging in the audience; the aforementioned snobbery was indeed
prevalent out in the audience - a flared nostril or two says more than a thousand words.
Chuck was not quite alone with music of the rumbustious kind as on that star studded bill of ‘58
was rhythm & blues, a jump jiving lady of the buxom kind, Big Maybelle, tearing through a hot arse
kicking version of “I Ain’t Mad At You”. This mighty lady recorded her version of “Whole Lotta
Shaking Goin’ On” in 1955, and two years later Jerry Lee Lewis would take the song to a
worldwide stage, although often claiming in interviews that it was Maybelle’s raunchy and rocking
version that was a major inspiration for his hit version.

Thelonious Monk

Anita O’Day

Dinah Washington

Big Maybelle

Come 1967 another piece of history came her way when she this time round covered “96 Tears”
originally recorded by American garage and protopunk outfit, Question Mark & The Mysterians.
What can you say about the great Louis Armstrong that’s not been said and written thousands of
times? ‘The Man Who Cried With His Horn” born in 1900, from the age of six lived in a home for
coloured waifs In New Orleans, Louisiana, who may not have invented Jazz, but certainly took it to
the largest and respected concert halls across the globe. Here he is blowing and singing the
1920’s chestnut “Up A Lazy River”, Dixieland Jazz Classics “Tiger Rag”, “Rocking Chair” and what
I guess surely must be the international anthem of New Orleans “When The Saints Go Marching
In”, joined on these numbers by trombonist and yet another legendary figure of jazz and surely
one of those whose birthdate would have stretched back to the latter part of what is now two
centuries past, Jack Teagarden.
Sophisticated Jazz, Rhythm & Blues singer Dinah Washington renders a faultless take on “All Of
Me” dying tragically young aged just 39 in 1963. For a brief while she was married to Rafael
Campos the young actor who played Puerto Rican teenager in Blackboard Jungle (the only one of
the supposed teenagers who not only looked like one but acted like one). Dinah was one of the
most popular black female singers in America during the decade of the fifties.
Her white counterpart may arguably be Anita O’Day who sings melodically through “Sweet
Georgia Brown” and “Tea For Two” and, on the latter, shows off to fine effect her scatting skills.
An extremely suavely attractive lady, who despite her great talent was prone to more than her
share of scandal involving drug busts and even time spent in jail. Unlike Dinah, she was fortunate
to lead a long life, leaving us aged 87 in 2006.
Modern Jazz was well represented in this film too; be-bop specialists who even by the time of this
movie were well on the way to legendary status such as pianist Thelonious Monk along with his
trio performing his signature “Blue Monk”, an incredibly youthful looking Gerry Mulligan playing
“Catch As Catch Can”.
British born blind pianist George Shearing has a little over two minutes for his own composition
“Rondo”, Chico Hamilton the darling of those who like their Jazz Latin flavoured will no doubt be
pleased by “Blue Sands”, Sonny Stitt saxophonist of both be-bop and hard bop despite a relatively
young death at age 58, during his career recorded around 100 albums.
The film opens to the Jimmy Giuffre Trio with “Train And The River” and closes suitably with
perennial Dixieland favourite “Maryland My Maryland” played by Eli’s Chosen Six.
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Released in cinemas in the UK in 1961, adapted from a stage
play written by 19 year old Shelagh Delaney, an amazing
achievement for a person so young, not just for the quality of
script, but it was one of the very first stage and screen shows
depicting the less than fortunate sector of working class life.
The play debuted at London’s first ever fringe theatre, Joan
Littlewood’s Workshop and opened at Theatre Royal
Stratford, East London on 27th May 1958, before transferring
to the west end, just nine months later to Wyndham’s Theatre
during the month of February 1959. The play was adapted for
the screen in 1961.
Directed and Produced by Tony Richardson, the film introduced
the wonderful and lovely Rita Tushingham in her first ever
professional acting role, known to quip in later years in interviews
that her only other acting experience was being the back legs of a
pantomime horse at Liverpool playhouse.
Shot exclusively on location in Salford, Blackpool and a disused
house in the Fulham Road, Rita was still a teenager herself when
the film was made, truly perfection for this role of a vulnerable,
innocent, sweet natured 16 year old. The manner in which she
allowed her expressions to compensate for words was indeed
masterful, instinctively knowing that a girl of no privilege and
kitchen sink education and housing could never express herself
any other way.
Her mother was played by veteran actress Dora Bryan, whose
board treading days on stage and later films already spanned a couple of decades, playing the
part she often did so well as an alcoholic, dysfunctional tart with an unsuitable appetite for
younger men.
The aforementioned playwright Shelagh Delaney appears in the movie in an early scene standing
on the side lines watching the girls play basketball.
Murray Melvin had already played the part of Geoffrey on stage, the
gentle kind young gay guy who befriends Jo (Rita Tushingham), whose
heart-bleeding performance could never be bettered, easy to understand
why Richardson chose not to look elsewhere; this surely must be one of
the first times a homosexual male had been played in an unpatronizing
and sympathetic way on film and even possibly on stage, bearing in mind
it was still several years away from being a legalised sexual identity.
The story line centres around Jo, the 16 coming up 17 year old insecure,
marginally tomboyish vulnerable girl’s relationship with her 40 something alcoholic, man eating
mother Helen’s strained relationship as they desert one lodging house for another each time the
rent is due. However it all comes to a head when Helen meets Peter Smith, a younger man, a
businessman and borderline criminal to whom she rapidly proposes marriage. Feeling rejected,
despising the latest man in her mother’s life, Jo sets out on her
own, finds employment in a shoe shop and quirky
accommodation, a former warehouse converted into a studio
flat. By chance she meets a black sailor, Jimmy, played by
Paul Danquah with whom a brief relationship results with Jo
falling pregnant. The sailor, like his ship, has disappeared from
the docks; enter Geoffrey, who befriends, moves in and
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platonically falls in love with her.
Sadly the mother, after yet another man vanishes from her life, reappears and, upon learning of
her daughter’s pregnancy, is soon dominating both Jo and Geoffrey’s lives. Soon the kind, gentle
young guy is banished from Jo’s life by her hysterically jealous mother.
The final scene of this movie is tear jerking, magnificently acted and directed and deserving of all
awards, which included a BAFTA and Cannes best actress and actor honours to both Rita
Tushingham and Murray Melvin.
Predictably it was slammed by right wing commentators in the press, suggesting it was ramming
social exclusion of the lower working class down the public’s throat, equally the left as so often
proved to be equally pompous. The late Paul Foot declared in the New Statesman magazine, then
as now flagship publication of the left, “Who really wants to sit through this so called kitchen sink
tripe” reminding us all that the world is full of those who see themselves as self-proclaimed
experts on any given subject.

Born on March 18, 1935, after his family moved to Shreveport
around 1953 it wasn’t long before he became good pals with
James Burton. Living in Abilene from Sept 1954 to January
1957, Maylon befriended Country singer/DJ Slim Willet and
discovered in the radio station record library Arthur Crudup's
"Worried 'bout You Baby". He also befriended Dean Beard. Back
in Shreveport for summer vacations, he recorded a first version
of "Worried 'bout you Baby" on his Dad's home recorder with
James Burton on guitar and Coach Floyd on bass. Maylon's Dad
sent these demos to Chess records who asked for a session
under Stan Lewis' supervision. A session was set at KWKH in
summer 1957, still with James Burton but with other local
musicians including Ronnie Lewis (drums), Leon Post (piano),
James Kirkland (bass) and Tony J. Mandina (bass). At the time James Burton and James Kirkland
were both members of Bob Luman's band. The demos cut at KWKH with Bob Sullivan taking care
of the sound were sent to the Chess Brothers in Chicago to be issued on "Argo". Among these
demos were "Worried 'bout You Baby", "Weep No More", a first version of "Blue Bay" and also
"Little But Mighty". Dale Hawkins was probably in the studio but didn't play on any recording.
James Kirkland having to leave for a booking, Tony J. Mandina took his place while the session
was going. The deal failed because Chess wanted the publishing right on their "Arc Music" instead
of Maylon's father’s "Humphries & Sons Music Publishing".
On his Mercury sides cut in August 1958 in California, Maylon
is backed by Tommy Sands’ group. When the single was
released around December 1958, Maylon has already decided
to quit the music business after tragedy had stuck his family.
Back to Shreveport, he married Betty Jo Abbott in September
1960.
Later he recorded some home demos and the reel to reel tape
was given by Maylon and Dee Marais to Johnny Vincent,
owner of Ace records, to consider songs for Jimmy Clanton.
For some reason, none of these tracks were issued at the time
but they should be released by Ace records (UK) in the near
future.
Dominique ANGLARES
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 46 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Actress Lana Clarkson emailed friends before her death said she was “truly at the end of this whole
deal” and planned to “tidy my affairs and chuck it”, so said the defense detailing how they planned to defend Phil
Spector against murder charges. 2 months before the shooting Clarkson wrote to one friend “I feel really bad
even taking you up on your offer of a $200 loan… I am truly at the end of this whole deal. I am going to tidy my
affairs and chuck it, “cuz it’s really all too much for just (unreadable) a girl to bear anymore.” Later she wrote
”over here things are really bad, I won’t go into detail, but I am on the verge of losing it all, just hanging on a
thread…” Clarkson was selected to play her “idol” Marilyn Monroe but lost the role, her previous biggest
accomplishment was playing a starring role in Roger Korman’s “The Barbarian Queen”. Source: Peter Y. Hong,
Los Angeles Times, 10.4.2007
2.
RCA plans to release “Elvis Aaron Presley” an 8 record set of 87 performances, with 65 previously
unreleased, mostly alt. versions. It celebrates the 25th anniversary of his signing with RCA and the 3 rd
anniversary of his death. It will be a limited number edition of 250,000. Included is the 1st Las Vegas
performance in 1956, and other Vegas shows from 1969 to 1972 and the 1961 benefit concert in Hawaii. Also
“Collectors Gold from the Movie Years” and “Elvis at the Piano” including an unreleased song “Beyond the
Reef”. There is a 20 page booklet, full colour portraits on each inner sleeve and a gold replica of the signature
on his 1st contract. List price is expected to be $69.95 but Tower Records may sell for $48.00 Source: L.A.
Times, 26.6.1980
3.
“Letter from Britain” sub titled “We’re Left, They’re Wrong, He’s Gone”. In England the most significant
aspect of Elvis’ death was the boost it gave to this year’s Teds, their mission to stomp the punks. The author
found it disturbing to meet some cherub faced youth in a yellow suit, bootlace tie and lacquered hair - demons of
his childhood, even Elvis Costello was prepared for trouble at his gigs. Most rock fans are too young to have
experienced Elvis as anything other than an establishment pop star, and it’s only his original fans who still listen
to Elvis. 2 events confirmed Elvis as the finest Rock’n’Roll singer, the 1968 TV Special and Greil Marcus’ book
“Mystery Train, which made the author concentrate on Elvis’s voice. Source: Simon Frith, Cream, Dec. 1977
4.
Film producers Saul Swimmer and William Cash have been auditioning in New York for would be Elvis
Presleys for their film called “The King Of Rock and Roll”. The most experienced Elvis Impersonator in the
country Johnny Harra, came near to nervous collapse. There were Elvis’ in the front row, back row, balcony,
wings and a few in the men’s room. Some could sing, others could hardly speak, and one who looked like Tiny
Tim was quickly exited. The producers have had calls from the UK, Japan and Australia. Swimmer said he even
had to slam the door of his house in the face of uninvited hopefuls singing “You ain’t nothing but a Hound Dog”.
A decision who will play Elvis Presley in the movie is not expected for several weeks. Source: Hollywood
Reporter, 26.1.1979
5.
Jerry Lee Lewis literally tore the Palomino apart 2 nights in a row. During Chantilly Lace on the 2nd set
on the 2nd night, a 40ish buxom blond seated herself next to Jerry on the piano bench, pulling out his shirt and
commenced to massage his lower back with circular motions. Jerry’s road manager led her from the stage but
as soon as he turned his head she bolted towards the bench again. This time she did not go quietly with a lot of
kicking and some of the audience fleeing their seats, including Ronnie Wood who made for the bar. His wife
Chrissie was laughing hysterically and jumped on to Dave Mason’s lap whilst Bryan Ferry sat jaw dropped,
absolutely wild. When somebody commented to Ronnie that Jerry’s set was pretty good, Ronnie replied that “he
was great”. Ferry said “he was fantastic” and that it was the first time he had seen him “so encouraging to see
someone like Jerry Lee live up to his legend”. Source: Art Fein, Rock Around The World, Sept 1977
6.
Izear Luster Turner Jr. was in the Luis Obispo prison dorm serving 18 months for drug offences when he
and Tina Turner in 1991 were inducted into the Rock’n’Roll Hall Of Fame. Born 5.11.31 in Clarksdale, Miss. At
the age of 5 he saw white men beat his father so badly he eventually dies of his injuries. Now living in San
Marcos he was visited by Robert Johnson who owns bottled MaJic Music and runs 3 roots music labels. Ike’s
new album “Here and Now” after a month in the stores has only sold 3500 copies. Appearing on the Late Night
Show with Conan O’Brian the audience cheered his performance of “Gave You What You Wanted”. In June he
and Pinetop Perkins played at the Chicago Blues Festival with the audience chanting “We like Ike”. Ike
complains there is no more Jackie Wilson, Sam Cooke or Ray Charles. Source: Robert Hilburn, Los Angeles
Times, 8.7.2001
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7.
Folklorist, Barry Jean Ancelot, says “La Porte en Arriere” should be the Cajun national anthem, and not “Jolie
Blon” which is a song about a girl who went to Texas. “La Porte” is about a Cajun drunk slipping in by “The Back
Door” which gives it its popular name. The song sold a million records, including covers according to Floyd Solieau,
whose Swallow Records label released the record in 1962. D. L. Menard wrote “The Back Door” and he was known
as the Cajun Hank Williams whom he spoke to briefly. He travelled to many countries on State Department tours and
said the resurgence of Cajun culture made him feel “terrific”. At school Menard was punished for speaking the Cajun
dialect and had to speak in English. Menard also had a chairs and rockers company to supplement his income which
was burned down when attempting to eradicate some wasp nests, but he did rebuild his shop. Menard died July 27
2007. Source: Janet McConnaughey, L.A. Times, 30.7.2007
8.
The Ray Charles Memorial Library officially opened on what would have been his 80th birthday. Housed in
the studio and office that Ray built in South Los Angeles in the early 1960s, the library features interactive exhibits
about the musician’s life and career. Quincey Jones, B.B. King, producer Jimmy Jam and film maker Taylor Hackford,
welcome visitors via video to each section of the library which is more like an interactive museum. Touch screens
invite guests to explore Ray’s most memorable recordings with exhibits including some of his Grammy awards, stage
costumes and sunglasses. Also there is his personal piano and saxophone, microphones and letters he received from
Bill Clinton, George W. Bush and Johnny Cash. The library also includes a mixing station where visitors can compose
their mixes of Ray’s music, and a karaoke room where they can sing along with Ray and The Raelettes. Source: Los
Angeles Times, 23.9.2010
9.
New York’s Stonewall Jackson Drive and General Lee Avenue in Brooklyn are under review for a name
change. This would coincide with a number of Southern cities who are considering taking down Confederate statues
and other memorials in public places. Several members of Congress who represent parts of the borough have written
to Army Secretary Robert Speer saying: “To honour these men who believed in the ideology of white supremacy, to
maintain the institution of slavery constitutes a grievous insult to the many thousands of people in Brooklyn who are
descendants of the slaves held in bondage”. The roads run through Fort Hamilton a military base next to the Bay
Ridge. Both Robert E. Lee and Thomas Stonewall Jackson spent time at the fort before the Civil War. Other roads
named after figures include General John Pershing from WW1 and General George Marshall from WW2. Source:
Deepti Hajela, Las Vegas Review Journal 2.7.2017
10.
The National Museum of African History and Culture in the Smithsonian has had nearly two million visitors
since its opening in September last year. The exhibits use the terms “enslaved person” and “enslaved people”, not
“slave and “slaves.” Exhibits include nonviolent items such as the talents of Chuck Berry and Marion Anderson plus
sports people Jackie Robinson and Bob Gibson. A large portion of visitors are elderly, much larger than most
museums with great-grand parents talking to their children or grandchildren. Artefacts include shards of glass from the
16th Street Baptist Church in Birmingham Alabama which was bombed by the Ku Klux Klan in 1963. Also the hymnal
from Harriot Tubman, or a baseball from Jackie Robinson. Seventy percent of everything came out of basements,
trunks and attics. The museum would love to have a Willie Mays’ baseball glove or something from Frederick
Douglass. Source: Dierdre Donahue, AARP Bulletin July 2017
11.
Sony Corp has introduced a turntable that not only plays records, but allows users to store the music as high
resolution digital files. Panasonic last year resumed sales of its Technics series of turntables viewed by many
nightclub DJs as the industry standard. Sony Music Entertainment, owner of U.S. musical labels Columbia and RCA
and the world’s 2nd largest record company, plans to produce vinyl records for the first time in 3 decades. Sales of
vinyl records in the USA in 2016 were up for the 11th year in a row. In the UK they surpassed downloads late last
year. Sony stopped making vinyl records in 1989, but continued to outsource a small amount of vinyl record
production, and plans to start a press for vinyl records at a factory in central Japan next March. The vinyl format is
popular with younger listeners who perceive a warmer more vivid sound of vinyl than digital offers. Source: Alastair
Gale, Wall Street Journal, 30.6.2017
12.
Glen Campbell died after losing his battle with Alzheimer’s disease. Born April 22, 1936 in Delight, Ark. he
picked cotton at the age of 4 received a guitar, at 6 appeared on local radio and at 20 joined his uncle’s band - Sandia
Mountain Boys. In ‘58 he formed the Western Wranglers and then made his home in L.A. He was one of the Wrecking
Crew session musicians, and his guitar featured on Elvis Presley, Monkees, and Beach Boys records. “Turn around
Look at Me” was a ‘61 hit and in ‘62 “Kentucky Look at Me”. ‘67 had “Gentle On My Mind” then “By The Time I Get to
Phoenix” written by partner Jimmy Webb who also wrote “Galveston” and “Wichita Lineman”. On tv he had “The Glen
Campbell Goodtime Hour” in the cinema “True Grit” and “Norwood”. Hits with “Rhinestone Cowboy” and “Southern
Nights”. He gained much respect with the 2011 film Glen Campbell: It’ll Be Me, which documented his battle with
Alzeimers. Source: Adam Tschorn, L.A. Times, 9.8.2017
13.
Anybody thinking of doing a Beatles Hamburg tour may wish to have my multi page newspaper feature. (km).
The author, from America, worked in a 3 day tour. Peter Paetzold was his first guide in the St. Paull area who grew up
close to the Indra Club which was a strip joint in August 1960, and one of 3 venues where the Beatles played.
Contract terms were 30 hours 6 nights a week, about $51 in those days. The free accommodation was in the Bambi, a
cinema, and they slept in 2 dark storage cupboards behind the screen. Stephanie Hemel who plays a ukulele and is a
cultural ambassador for the city provides a weekly tour on a Saturday evening, and clients have included Bob Dylan.
The tour in its 15th year included a stop at the Star Club which was closed in 1969 after being destroyed by fire. The
feature includes Where to Stay, What to Do, Where to Eat complete with telephone numbers and addresses. Source:
Dean R. Owen, L.A. Times, 13.5.2019
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Mike Berry
Mike, thanks for coming today, it’s great to have you here.
It’s a great pressure… pleasure even.
Where and when were you born?
Northampton in nineteen tenteen. I was only there for six weeks - I went back to visit a couple of
years ago and took photos of the place where women went to have babies (there’s a word for it
which I’ve forgotten) during the war. My mother was sent there to have me and six weeks later I
was on my way to Wales where my family on my mother’s side had a home. I was there for
probably a couple of years and then we moved to Stoke Newington where all the yobs and villains
lived, the Krays and that lot, and I became a gangster early on - I was about two I think. We lived
in Clissold Road which was a real dump with Clissold Baths in the street - we lived at number 47. I
used to play in the road as did all the kids as there were no cars anywhere but the irony of it was
that I got run over by a milk float when I was about three or four and I broke my arm. Our parents
were so irresponsible because they didn’t think there was any possibility of any trouble - they
forgot about all the pervs that might whisk little kids away. I suppose they thought they’d all been
killed in the war.
I went to school in Stoke Newington eventually - I can still see my mum in her pinny and me
nagging her that I wanted to go to school because my three siblings, two sisters and a brother,
were off to school every day. I remember being really bored at home. There was another kid, we
used to call him Mad Harry (he had a slate missing), who’d come down the street, his head
wagging from side to side in a funny way. When my brother and sisters went to school he was one
of the few kids I had to play with.
I remember seeing my father come home from the Navy one day with this wonderful push-along
scooter he’d brought back from Holland. I nearly peed myself with excitement. It was enormous (at
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least to me) with a great big wooden platform, huge wheels and really big handlebars. That was
one of the memories of when my father was Mr Nice Guy. He didn’t like me much because when
we were in Wales I was spoiled rotten by all these women because I was a cute little thing with
blond hair and blue eyes. He thought I was a spoilt little brat and took against me almost as soon
as he was settled at home.
My family weren’t from the East End - my mother and father were colonials having both been
brought up in Rhodesia (as was) although they didn’t meet there. My father came to England as a
young man because he couldn’t stand apartheid and my mother was sent over to Pitman’s college
to learn shorthand and typing. Coincidentally my father’s sister was in the same college in
Finchley and they became friends which was how my parents met. They fell madly in love and
when we were kids I remember their nicknames for each other; my mother was “Dumpy” and my
father was “Toots”. He used to write these passionate letters home from the Navy, I still have
loads of them, and he was besotted with her. My mum was a bit of a raver who liked a bit of fun as
did he but the result of his fun was four kids, not quite so much fun when he finally left the Navy
and came home.
I went to Church Street School which was renamed to William
Patten, a luminary of the literary world, where I had a great time. I
loved going to school and I was good at it - I found it so easy and
was always in the top three. From there I got a scholarship at
eleven plus and had the choice of City of London School (I don’t
think I was quite posh enough for that) or Hackney Downs
Grammar School, formerly the Grocer’s Companies School. In
earlier days, because they were moneyed, they used to form
schools by trades for their kids. When it became a government
school it was classed as a Grammar - they had that, Central or Secondary Modern. It was a
wonderful school and I made a real pig’s ear of it. I should have gone to Oxford from there, it was
that sort of school, but that didn’t work out. I wasn’t encouraged at home, my parents split up so I
don’t think I was nurtured in the right way.
By then my brother Peter was working in Fleet Street with Hugh Cudlipp, a big deal in
newspapers, who took a shine to him. My brother told him about me
not doing so well at school and suddenly I had a six year
apprenticeship in the print. I grabbed this chance, leaving school
before I was 15, as it was the sort of job you only got through family
and was a job for life. We were now living in Finsbury Park and I used
to get a bus down Green Lanes all the way to the city - I had to be in
at 8 o’clock every morning so I was up at 6.30 and on the bus by 7
o’clock. I remember thinking that, in spite of it being a great job, if I
had to do that every day for the rest of my life I’d hang myself. When
you become a compositor, which was what I was being trained for, it’s
the best job to have for earning the big bucks. Consequently a lot of
the compositors were intelligent people who were reasonably well read so I was in with a good
bunch of guys.
While I was working in the print I met a guy called Frank Stafford who used to be on the Light
Programme with the Frank Stafford Trio. Frank played piano and
drums and used to write some great stuff and he took a liking to me
because I was into music and he could see I had an ear for it. I used
to go to his house in Chingford, quite posh compared to where I lived,
where he used to play the piano and get me singing old Frank Sinatra
standards, stuff I knew. My sister was six years older than me and she
had wonderful records by artists like the Four Freshmen, Frankie
Laine, Johnnie Ray, Frank Sinatra and Guy Mitchell which is where a
lot of my musical influence came from. I got a good grounding in
quality music, not just skiffle or early Rock'n'Roll, and when singing
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that stuff you have to get your breathing right, have to be able to hold a note and there’s all the
transitions that go with it. I owe Frank Stafford a lot. I recorded one of his songs with Joe Meek,
“Just Thought I’d Phone” as the B-side to “Warm Baby” in 1966. I brought Frank to meet Joe one
time who wouldn’t have known a musician if one had bit him. With Joe, everything was about Joe.
How did the skiffle and Rock'n'Roll start?
I was still living at home in Finsbury Park and my siblings had buggered off; one sister was a
nurse, and my brother was into his acting at the Central School with people like Julie Christie.
When my voice broke I realised I could sing and I and a few friends used to congregate around a
couple of benches on a grassy corner. I’d used to live in a block of flats so knew a lot of the kids
there and when my parents split we moved over the road to a Victorian house so I gained more
friends from outside the flats. I eventually got a guitar (I could only play one or two chords) and
used to sit on the bench playing Buddy Holly tunes and the kids used to tell me I sounded just like
him. I sounded nothing like him but I could sing in tune and I used to like it.
I remember one day taking this crappy old guitar to the
Downbeat Club in Manor House above the pub and
standing there like a lemon. Someone asked me what I was
doing and I mumbled “I want to sing”. I was so terrified I was
frozen and the only thing I could move was my mouth.
“Alright kid, come on then.” I stood on the stage with the
guitar on a piece of string round my neck and sang “Think It
Over” which must have been awful with just the two chords.
However, everybody applauded and I had tears in my eyes
and the guy said “Well done, come back again”. I shuffled
away but I did like the adulation and that was my first public
performance other than sitting on the bench in Finsbury Park.
We got our first skiffle group together, The Rebels, and I remember Terry Liddington
played the tea chest bass. His dad was a bit of a handyman who was great with his boy (I
used to envy Terry a bit having a dad like that) and he made him this wonderful tea chest
bass with the pole and the string, painted with images of dancing hands and feet which
was very current then. It looked great and was the highlight of the band. It was nowhere
near in tune but it didn’t matter, Terry just thumped away at it. I was on guitar and there
were a couple of others and we rehearsed in the laundry room under the community
centre of the flats where I used to live. We were occasionally brave enough to do a gig in the hall
above with all the kids where they used to have guest skiffle groups. I remember one group turned
up and I thought they’d never stop arriving - they had ten guitars and it was terrible. You can
imagine ten rubbish guitars. All out of tune, some with strings missing, not all of them playing the
same chords and there was just this cacophony of noise. At least our group could carry a tune we used to do “Bony Moronie” with me on washboard (the Hotpoint of its day) with
the legs on my hips and a string round my neck and it would make so much noise
you could hardly hear me sing anyway. I’d sing “I got a girl named Bony Moronie”
and, where the sax riff would follow, the guitarist Pete would grunt “Ooh ooh oohooh
ooh oohoohooh oohooh” swinging his leg up in the air. We left it in. Laugh? I thought
we’d never start!
In this Victorian house where we had a flat on the top floor I used to sit in my bedroom singing out
of the window which overlooked an alley - I dreamed that a producer would walk past and notice
me. How naïve can you be? Finsbury Park? Give me a break. And it was a red light district as
well.
I met Mick Tamplin who I told about our skiffle group and he knew these other guys who went to
St Aloysius College in Highgate who had electric guitars and stuff - their parents had money. Mick
didn’t rate their singer so introduced me to them and we went up to Holborn where I sang for them
at the Mazzini-Garibaldi Club full of Mafiosi which led to me joining the band. We became Kenny
Lord & The Statesmen - we were only 16 so can be forgiven for that.
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I was still working in the print and I met a guy named Alan who was also in a skiffle group with a
chap named Peter Raymond (who really had an Italian surname Iaquinandi which was shortened
to “Yak”) and the group was the Yakkas who had made a demo in Wandsworth. I told the guys in
my band and we arranged to go and make a demo of some tunes we were doing as we did
nothing but rehearse. We’d done one gig at the Criterion at Piccadilly because Tony the guitarist’s
dad was in with the Italians and had arranged for us to play at a special dinner they had. We
turned up at Magdalene Road, Wandsworth in the front room of a house with blankets hanging on
washing lines and the vocal booth was an industrial polythene box. The drummer (we had one
snare drum) had his own little box and there were the two guitarists and the bass player. In that
session we recorded “Peggy Sue Got Married”, “Be-Bop-A-Lula”, “Please Don’t Tease” and
“Dream Lover”. We thought we sounded fantastic because it was recorded on a professional
machine with echo and balance - a really clean sound.
I gave the demo to Alan at work and he passed it on to Yak
who was very impressed with it. He knew where Joe Meek
was and also knew how to get hold of Jack Good but it was
actually his girlfriend at the time (later his wife) that went to
see Jack and gave him the demo. A few days later I went to
see Jack and his associates in Highgate who said he would
make me the next Adam Faith. He gave me a song, “Not
Guilty”, but that was eventually released by Johnny De Little.
Not long after that I went to see Joe Meek who immediately
said “I’ve got a great idea for an LP”. Straight away he’s
talking about an album and said he envisaged it with a
ghostly picture of Buddy Holly on the sleeve with me
superimposed over the top. On the strength of that I blew
Jack Good out which could have been the worst decision I
ever made because I would have been on TV every week on
“Oh Boy!” and if “Not Guilty” had made it, who knows? “Not
Guilty” didn’t do it for Johnny De Little but maybe I’d have
had another shot.
I went with Joe and had to take my nan as my guardian to sign up for him and he was full of ideas.
I didn’t even get a single out for nine months which left me so disillusioned. With my band I
eventually recorded “Set Me Free” which Pete “Yak” Raymond had written bit Joe wasn’t that
enamoured with the Statesmen. Joe told Yak that he liked the singer but not the band - they took
a long time to do anything as they weren’t great players - so Yak told him to leave it with him.
He knew the Stormers who had just come back from Butlin’s and split up. They consisted of Chas
Hodges, Billy Kuy, Bobby Graham (one of the best drummers to ever come out of this country)
and Reggie Hawkins, a great rhythm guitar player. The only band better than them were the
Shadows and then only because of the style they developed. Yak went to see these guys, took
me round to all their houses like a bit of baggage, and
played them the record. He asked if they wanted to get back
together and be my band and they jumped at it. We all went
to Joe’s and auditioned and Joe liked us. The band were all
stood at the top of his stairs and I was backed into a corner
and Joe said “Right, you’re going to be the Outlaws and
you’re going to be Berry, Mike Berry. See, Holly Berry, get
it?” I was still using the name Kenny Lord up to that time and
I was relieved that it wasn’t something like Ricky Rugged
(another mistake as the daft names were making a mark).
Joe had sent “Set Me Free” to Decca and Dick Rowe wrote
back saying they weren’t too keen on the band or the song
and gave us “Will You Love Me Tomorrow”. It had been a hit
in America but wasn’t going to be released over here so the
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Outlaws and a string section recorded it with me. The string players were all down the stairs, down
in the office, up in the lavatory. We pitched it in the right key to start with but it became too high
and I was so naïve I went up to Joe after a load of takes and asked if we could take it down a bit.
His reply was “You should have fucking thought of that before” so I had to finish it but he sent it to
Decca anyway. It died a death and I got a load of flak from the guys at work in the print. That was
my first record and first non-hit although it was a huge hit for the Shirelles.
It was then about nine months before I got another record out. Joe wasn’t very happy with Decca
even though they’d put that record out because they’d turned down “Set Me Free”. He got
disgruntled with people very easily, often unjustifiably in my view. Dick Rowe was a bit of a wally it
seems as he did turn down the Beatles and only took the Rolling Stones because he didn’t know
any better.
We kept going and I recorded “Tribute To Buddy Holly” although there
was nothing particularly striking about the making of the record. By
this time I was working in a music shop called Berry’s Pianos in
Mare Street in Hackney and I remember walking up Mare Street in
my lunch break, looking at the New Musical Express and there I
was in the charts. I thought “Blimey, I’m a star” - you’d have
thought Joe Meek would have been on the phone to tell me.
Joe had sent the record to EMI who put it out on HMV and when it
did well, Joe got a letter from Dick Rowe at Decca asking why he
hadn’t sent it to him. It only got to about number 24 in the charts but
that was when we came to the attention of Brian Epstein and the
Beatles. The BBC didn’t like the record as it was seen as cashing in on
somebody’s death so they didn’t want to play it and we couldn’t get it on television which at the
time was what normally happened. If it had been on something like
“Thank Your Lucky Stars”, it could have been a bigger hit. After that
we made “It’s Just A Matter Of Time” which didn’t do as well but it
got us our first television appearance. The Beatles saw that and
we were invited up to The Cavern in Liverpool to do a week there
where Brian Epstein ferried us around. I remember Paul gave me
a lift in his car and had obviously been told by Brian to sweet talk
me as he thought naively, because I’d been on television, I could
get the Beatles on. Brian took me, Chas Hodges and Kenny
Lundgren (who’d replaced Reggie Hawkins by then) back to his
flat to listen to a tape of the Beatles, probably recorded at the Star
Club in Hamburg, although you couldn’t really tell from that tape that
they were a good band.
How did the remainder of the sixties work out for you?
Having had “Tribute” and “Matter Of Time” we followed it a while later with “Don’t You Think It’s
Time” which got to number 6 and led to some decent tours with the likes of the Rolling Stones and
I was signed by Robert Stigwood. We needed another hit and “My Little Baby” was a minor
success - Joe Meek in his desperation had copied Del Shannon’s “Swiss Maid” and had me
singing “Oom pah pah oom pah pah” which was rubbish and I didn’t like it. At least Del Shannon
had girls singing it tunefully whereas I had to do it myself and it was terrible. Then came the
dreadful “It Really Doesn’t Matter” trying to recapture the “Don’t You Think It’s Time” sound - that
was the trouble with Joe, he very rarely had a totally original sound, always copying stuff he’d had
success with. Then Robert Stigwood went bust, taking any money he owed me with him! I was on
a £50 a week retainer and earning about £200 on the tours and every so often they settle up the
difference between what you’ve earned less what you’ve spent and pay you the balance. I think
he overstretched himself on a Chuck Berry tour so I never got paid. Because of Limited Company
laws he dissolved one company and set up another leaving me skint.
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I was panicking as I needed to earn a living and went with his right hand man Stephen Komlosy as
my agent but he was no Stigwood. When Robert Stigwood walked in a room you sat up and
listened but with Stephen things went downhill. I couldn’t get arrested it was that bad. I signed with
York Records and had some success in Europe with an album and went out to New Zealand.
When I came back I signed with Miki Dallon to do the Billy Swan version of “Don’t Be Cruel” and
re-recorded “Tribute” which went to number 1 in Belgium and Holland. I became a bit of a name
over there which is not a bad place to be known - Amsterdam is great. Miki’s right hand man Jan
Olufson took me out to do some TV and promo work and he took me to the red light district stunning women.
I had that little flush of success but my records after that weren’t really doing anything so I needed
a job and got work as a mechanic as I knew about cars, fixing people’s cars in the road. I’d moved
to Wandsworth to be near my wife’s family (we had a little boy and girl by then) and I met Johnny
Wells who I knew from north London who told me there was
an agency starting up that was looking for models. I tried to
clean my nails (not easy when you’ve been working on cars)
and went along to the agency. They arranged for me to get
a few photos done and I became a model. For the next ten
years I was doing loads of catalogue work; I got into
commercials and became the agency’s top man. I did
Cadbury’s, Guinness, Blue Riband, everything except
cigarettes and made a good living doing that.
I worked with a lot of people and did a jingle with David Dundas of “Jeans On” fame who was a
nice writer and a real gentleman as he is landed gentry (Lord David Paul Nicholas Dundas to give
him his full title). He rang me one day and said he’d had a request to use the voice on the Fresh
Cream ads and was ringing to confirm that had been me. He’d had a request to use me on a Blue
Band Margarine ad which he’d written the jingle for and done the demo but they didn’t want his
voice.
Through one of the commercials I met
James Hill who directed “Born Free” who
gave me a part as a newsagent where I
got on well with the young boy in the ad
(having my own children I suppose I knew
how to interact with him). I overheard
James talking about the Wurzels and
assumed he wanted me to sing a song
with the Wurzels. I later got a phone call
from Southern Television asking me to
come and meet with Mr Hill who had a part
for me in “Worzel Gummidge”. I went along
where James asked me to read a bit of the
script and then they would make me up as
the character they wanted me to play, Mr
Peters, the father of the two children. He
was looking at me and I said “I know what you’re thinking, I don’t look old enough to be the father
of two children” (although I was, I just looked younger). Marion in the make-up department went
with glasses, moustache and silly cap and there I was, Mr Peters.
I worked with Jon Pertwee who, it turned out, was a big fan of mine. I loved doing the series and it
was one of the favourite times of my life. Out in the sun, filming in the countryside with all these
lovely people; home and dry, wasn’t I? One day while I was filming with Jon we were talking about
agents and I told him that my agent wasn’t sending my money through, I’d not been paid. He said
“What? Get rid of him! I’ll have a word with Richard Stone”. Richard was one of the biggest names
in the business and had clients like Benny Hill and Frankie Howerd, as well as David Croft who
wrote “Are You Being Served?”
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Richard called me into his office and asked me
what I was currently earning. I was earning a
fortune as I was also doing these commercials
and when I told him he nearly fell off his chair.
He did commercials as well so had to at least
match my earnings to make it worthwhile for
me. He had a call from David Croft saying that
he and Jeremy Lloyd wanted to make another
series of “Are You Being Served?” but Trevor
Bannister (Mr Lucas) wasn’t available and they
needed a replacement. I was in the right place
at the right time and went and read for (and
got) the part of Mr Spooner. “The Sunshine Of
Your Smile” was also in the charts at the same
time so it was all happening - talk about
coming up smelling of roses. It wasn’t that long before that I’d been a grease monkey working in
an Ace petrol garage in Philip Lane in Tottenham, a job that Don Groom, the drummer with the
Innocents, had got me.
You spent four years with “Are You Being Served?”
Three series over four years. John Inman was saying that the plots had started coming round
again so once we’d done the firm’s outing it was near the end. Mrs Slocombe (Mollie Sugden)
used to say “Don’t think you’re getting out of here in one piece” - she fancied me I reckon. Wendy
Richard asked me to come and look at the ceiling in her dressing room - oh, those were the days.
My favourite character was Mr Peacock (Frank Thornton), a wonderful snob. John Inman was
funnier off camera than he was on - we used to go round the pub at lunchtime during rehearsals
and when we came back my face would be aching from laughing at him because he was so funny.
In the episode “The Pop Star” I sang “Chanson D’Amour” which was a bit of a laugh really and we
were all taking the mickey, especially the backing group. So many Americans have written to me
about that song saying they loved my voice and I did record the whole track with me doing all the
vocal backing. It was nowhere near as much fun as it was with John, Mollie and Wendy though.
In 1988 together with Mel Simpson I wrote a song for Eurovision called "This Is The Kiss" for a
boy and girl group named Touché which was beaten as the UK entry by Scott Fitzgerald with “Go”
which eventually came second. I’m still convinced that if we’d got through to Eurovision we’d have
won. Wendy Richard had done “Come Outside” with Mike Sarne and, again with Mel, we rewrote
it including a load of silliness and I took the Mike Sarne part. Wendy had never been capable of
holding a tune and she also seemed incapable of coming in on time (see here). However we
made the record and got it sent to Rob Dicken at WEA who said that would be their big Christmas
hit. Nothing.
“The Sunshine Of Your Smile” got you on “Top Of The Pops”.
That was nice and with “Are You Being Served?” happening at the same time it was a bit handy.
With “Sunshine” Polydor said I could do two albums a year of that sort of stuff - we did two albums
and we shouldn’t have bothered with the second one, there just wasn’t the audience for it. All the
old girls who bought “Sunshine” because they remembered their mums singing it didn’t want any
more. We didn’t have the hits and it just faded away although I kept busy doing stuff. After “Are
You Being Served?” I was doing a lot of cabaret where they’d book me as a solo artist, as I’d had
a few hits, being backed by the resident band. My heart wasn’t in it though. 25 years ago I got
back with my band the Outlaws and started doing more Rock'n'Roll stuff and I’ve kept going doing
that ever since.
What are your plans for the future, apart from another TFTW show?
I enjoyed working with you for the rockabilly ones we did, which was very different for me. When
John Spencely got me to learn these songs, it put me up against it but some of them were great,
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some really good tunes. John was a great mentor and very good at getting me on the case and I
have great confidence in him. I’m trying to steal him for a Rock'n'Roll band with a couple of other
guys I’ve got in mind.
I’ll keep going as long as I can sing. I did the Marty Wilde tour last year which I’m doing again this
year. I’d previously replaced Jet Harris when he wasn’t well and it was quite unnerving walking on
stage in front of 3,000 people. I’m looking forward to the one this year though.
Thanks Mike, one of our best interviews.
That’s okay - you can cut out all the rubbish.
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JAZZ JUNCTION
.

The EFG London Jazz Festival, 15 – 24 November 2019
I managed to get to four gigs during this year’s London Jazz Festival,
the first of which was strictly speaking not part of the festival as it was
not listed in the programme, although the band itself had made a
festival appearance a few days earlier at the Vortex. This time it was
the East Side Jazz Club that welcomed Thelonious, a quartet
comprising Martin Speake (alto sax), Hans Koller (trombone and
piano), Michael Shrimpling (bass), and Jeff Williams (drums).
The band was formed to study and play the music of the pianist and
composer Thelonious Monk, “playing stripped down versions focusing
on the strong sometimes beautiful sometimes angular melodies”. The
lack of a pianist on all but two of the numbers suggested a rather
fundamentalist stripping down, but the musicians had caught the spirit of Monk and provided two
stimulating sets of his music. It also made a change to hear the rarely covered San Francisco
Holiday, Light Blue and Played Twice.
The following night the 100 Club stage was swamped by the fourteen-piece juggernaut that is
Brotherhood Of Breath, a band that was formed in the late 1960s in London by Chris McGregor,
which was made up of fellow South African exiles and British jazz musicians, an international mix
that still obtains today. It continues to prove a challenge getting these like-minded musicians
together, which made their appearance even more welcome.

The polyphonic nature of the music was rooted in New Orleans jazz yet with recognisably South
African influences, dance-inducing rhythms and exuberant soloing from a
front line that included Dave Bitelli, Robbie Juritz, Julian Nicholas, Frank
Williams and Steve Williamson on saxophones; Claude Deppa, Dave
DeVries, and Chris Batchelor on trumpets; and Annie Whitehead and Paul
Taylor on trombones. The rhythm section was led by the outstanding
Steve Arguelles (drums), together with Curtis Ruiz (bass) and Alastair
Gavin (piano), and a percussionist whose name I failed to note.
The highlights were many, but to limit it to two, an impossible task, were the joy of Country
Cooking and the driving Dakar, which were both representative of the music played over two
exciting sets. The fun and enjoyment of the musicians was reflected in the audience response,
and for one night it felt as if a better world became more than an impossible dream.
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Meanwhile BopFest, the festival within the festival, continued its week-long run at the Toulouse
Lautrec promoting bebop and straight-ahead jazz with the Nick Tomalin / Allison Neale Quartet
(Nick Tomalin – piano, Allison Neale – alto sax, Dominic Howells – bass, and Matt Fishwick –
drums) reimagining Dave Brubeck’s best-selling album Time Out,
released sixty years ago.
It was a performance fascinatingly faithful to the original, and,
much the same as on the original album when alto saxophonist
Paul Desmond floated above the others, it was Allison Neale’s
beautiful playing that captured the imagination and will remain
longer in the mind. The second set followed with more Dave
Brubeck recordings, among them being It’s A Raggy Waltz and
Unsquare Dance, both from the later Time Further Out album, on
which he continued his exploration of unusual time signatures.
Finally, in the baroque former church known as St John’s, Smith
Square, the third of three Jazz Festival concerts saw an evening
dedicated to the music of Gil Evans (arranger, composer, musician and bandleader, most noted
for his collaborations with Miles Davis). First up was Chris Ingham’s Rebop serving an aperitif by
way of a selection of tunes recorded by Miles Davis where Gil Evans was the arranger: five from
Miles Ahead and one from Birth of The Cool.
The main course, in order to coincide with the sixtieth anniversary of
its release, was a complete performance of Porgy and Bess, another
Miles Davis album that had been arranged and conducted by Gil
Evans. It was drawn from the opera of the same name, which had in
turn been based on DuBose Heyward’s 1925 novel Porgy. The
opera, which had its premiere in 1935, was a collaboration between
George Gershwin, who composed the music, and DuBose Heyward,
who had written the libretto as well as being responsible for the
majority of the lyrics, with Ira Gershwin contributing the rest.
The opera was dogged by controversy for many years having been perceived as racist by some
on the grounds of negative racial stereotyping, the story taking place in the slums of Charlotte
between African-Americans with a beggar (Porgy) trying to rescue Bess from the abuse handed
out by her lover and from the exploitation by her manipulative drug dealer. The adverse reaction
was perhaps surprising given that George Gershwin had conceived the opera as being performed
by African-American singers, and, following an informal audition by the twenty-year-old Anne
Brown, the first African-American to be admitted to Julliard, he had expanded the role of Bess (for
which she was chosen) and added the character’s name to the opera’s title. Even after the death
of George in 1937, his bother Ira would refuse permission for productions of the opera without
African-Americans in the main roles.
Putting on the Gil Evans masterpiece was a mammoth task and was, we were told, two years in
the preparation, and involved the aid, agreement and good wishes of Miles Evans, son of Gil, in
providing the complete and original arrangements. It also required putting together a band of
twenty-plus musicians to play the music. Serendipitously this was made possible by the selection
of both jazz and classical musicians who were all alumni of the Royal Academy of Music, and so
the Royal Academy of Music Jazz Orchestra was born.
The demands placed on Miles Davis for the original recording had been great, such that the time
constraints in preparing for this performance meant dividing the work between four trumpeters:
Martin Shaw, Steve Fishwick, Henry Lowther, and Freddie Gavita, who were all excellent. The
orchestra produced a luscious sound that took full advantage of the acoustics of the concert hall,
giving a vibrancy to the music that could not be heard in the home, unless you had the very best
hi-fi equipment. To say it was stunning feels like selling it short. It was simply magnificent.
Dave Carroll
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I must apologise to those readers who might have looked for
my stuff in the last two issues. At the moment of writing, I am
using longhand to make my notes as I don’t have a computer!
My brand-new Lenovo laptop crashed for a second time since
I bought it in February at John Lewis Partners in Milton
Keynes. The first time, four days after I bought it, I took it
back to John Lewis who offered me a new replacement but I
needed my data which had been transferred to it from my
dying Apple Mac so JL sent it to a company in Bedford
(Lazarus) and I paid for them to recover the data onto a
separate hard disc. JL and I assumed the computer was repaired so I reloaded the data and
continued onward but in August, it crashed again. I had most backed up but not the latest work.
Again I took it to JL who now would not offer to replace it as I had owned it longer than 30 days so
it was sent back to Lazarus (he rose from the dead as did my computer) and it cost more this time
as they said the internal hard disc was corrupted. This time when JL had it back they returned it to
Lenovo who gave it a serious seeing-to and replaced the hard drive and some other parts. So
here it is, being used to copy up my notes which I am backing up every week (more often if I have
done a lot of work). So, two lessons learned; back up regularly on a separate device and
remember you only have 30 days to replace items which are faulty!

      
Looking through TFTW issues 109 and 110 I find a big reference
to Blues throughout the magazine. It may be mixed up with Soul
and Jazz but the gig list at the end always whets my appetite as
there are so many good crossover artists listed. Living near
Aylesbury, in Buckinghamshire, these gigs can be an expensive
journey and a very late night. I wish we had more decent music
venues in the area. We have a good theatre, and another in
Milton Keynes. We do have Wavendon’s wonderful Stables
theatre which is primarily a music venue, but it is only about 400
seats and tickets are first offered to (a form of) debenture
holders. However, I do make it over there to see some good acts
and because of its small size, everybody gets a good view of the
artist and the sound system is second to none.

      
I have spent a slightly stressful time in France this summer (without my computer) where, after 21
happy years, we have sold our house near Malestroit in Brittany. In the end, it went through easily
with no capital gains or other taxes to pay and we left most of the furnishings as we had nowhere
to put them in our small house in Bucks and it would have cost a lot to bring it back and store it
and the family didn’t want it. We left the money there as we intend to holiday in the area by long
term renting with no ownership problems. I look forward to that.
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Who did I last See? (I wrote this first piece while in France this summer) 4 miles from my house
in France is the town of Malestroit and for 10 Fridays from the end of June to the end of August
the council presents entertainment in the small mediaeval square in front of the church. This
square squeezes in two bars and four restaurants with another two or three just outside. We use
two of these restaurants often and are on good terms with both patrons so each Friday we book
for the next and get a good table just outside the restaurant but with a good listening place for the
entertainment which is on a stage specially built for the shows. These shows start late, and the
council also provides seating in front of the stage for non-diners. When a good entertainment is
expected there can be well over 1000 people with families in this square and we love watching all
the French greetings (handshake men to men and two or three kisses on the cheeks for woman to
women and men to women). If there is a big group meeting another big group then this can go on
for some time until all have met each other. Incidentally this all includes the children and all the
men greet the young girls in this way which would be frowned upon in the UK as not being
politically correct. If we are spotted by a French family we know, then we are expected to join this
ritual.
Anyway, we managed four of these Fridays before we returned to the UK.
The first was terrible being three DJs competing by playing what the French call ‘Instant Techno’
which was simply loud ‘Bass and Drums’ disco sounds (certainly not music!). The restaurants
soon emptied, and we left quickly enough after a good three course meal and noticed all the
teenagers arriving (around 10pm). I suppose it was their ‘thing’.
The following Friday the band was ‘Trans Kabar’ a French four piece playing
African music from the Island of Reunion off the east coast of Africa. If you have
heard Baaba Maal or Ali Farka Touré this is what we heard. There was some 12bar stuff and Blues wailing but generally I enjoyed it being better than the Friday
before and much better supported.
Week 3 introduced us to the ‘Dalva Quintet’. This was basically a Blues band with a female singer,
but it was tinged with French and Belgian influences. That is to say, no quick stuff and Blues as
sad as you will hear it. Musically, they were excellent, but they did give you the Blues!
Week 4, a five-piece Rock/Pop/Celtic/Dance group called
‘Taran Celt’. Because these were for dancing to, part of the
large car park just outside the square was roped off and a
large stage positioned to one side. Their line-up was
drums, guitar, bass, then, to accentuate the Celtic/Breton
aspects, Fiddle and Bagpipes.
The Bretons have a dance peculiar to Brittany which is
usually done in a circle or in fours and everybody, except me, can do it, even small children and
pensioners, and it’s not long before a large circle is ‘at it’. This band had a wide music base to
draw on including Rock, Rockabilly, Jazz, Blues, Metal and Celtic Folk. To hear Chuck Berry with
this line up was certainly interesting.
Bands which would come later included ‘Kunbe’ (world music from Mali and France), ‘Sunny
Legacy’ playing Reggae and Rocksteady, a Balkan Fusion band, ‘Hop Hop Hop Crew, ‘Harrison
Swing’ a Gypsy jazz/swing group and finally ‘Electric Bazar’, a Rock’n’Roll/Heavy rock band.
These groups and several others tour Brittany at other towns doing free concerts (paid and
sponsored by the town council and the restaurants/traders to generate business). Malestroit, our
town, has Fridays, Josselin nearby has Wednesdays (and sometimes different bands – I’ve seen
a good Trad Band there).
Anyway, the food was excellent, great steaks, duck, black pudding, fish and big mussels.
Straight back from France and barely unpacked, the actual last band I saw was mOOn Dogs at
my local Blues club the odd lettering is to distinguish them from the several other artists and
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bands with a similar name. They are billed as a Blues/Rock band and I suppose they are, but they
play at an acceptable volume and all the Rock numbers are played in a Blues style.
Led by Derek Timms (guitar and vocals) the band included regular
members Graham Walker, excellent on a large percussion kit, and
Eddie Masters playing electric bass properly, that is, using a lot of
finger work on the fretboard instead of the usual dum, dum, dum, on
the same notes we hear so often in a blues band.
Added to this, and, completing the line-up were a keyboard player
and a good drummer. I think the keyboard player had played with
Derek before as his solos were great and he helped indicate to the
drummer when stops etc. were required. This guest drummer was
very special playing with, what appeared to be, very long brushes
which he used the handles for louder rim shots.
The bass, drums and percussion presented a very exciting backdrop to Derek’s vocals and superb
guitar and the keyboard player, with electric piano, and small organ over was probably classically
trained as his solos had a real Bluesy depth.
Some of the songs they offered included Midnight Rambler (Allman Brothers), Nadine (Chuck
Berry) an interesting slower version, Don’t Talk To Me (Mickey Jupp), I’m Ready (Muddy Waters)
and Get Out My Life Woman (Lee Dorsey).
Derek kept all of them short (no long guitar solos) and so, in nearly a two-hour show, he covered a
lot of material including some self-penned songs. I went home knowing I had seen a good,
interesting Blues band and wished I had bought their latest CD.

Lists: Here’s an interesting list. As I was in France, at that moment, I thought I’d find a Blues list
which was relevant. I found Apples top iTunes Blues chart for France. Now I know the French love
their pop music which is a bit different to most other countries but those who love Blues really
support it.
So, here is their top 30 downloads as of mid-July.
1) ‘Gentle on my Mind’ by Seasick Steve
2) ‘Grass is Greener’ by Seasick Steve
3) ‘Keep that Horse between You and the Ground’ by Seasick Steve
4) ‘Parisienne Walkways’ by Gary Moore
5) ‘Little Sparrow’ by Leyla McCalla
6) ‘Fire on the Floor’ by Beth Hart
7) ‘Back in the Doghouse’ by Seasick Steve
8) ‘Love is a Lie’ by Beth Hart
9) ‘Amen Omen’ by Ben Harper
10) ‘Boom Boom’ by John Lee Hooker
11) ‘Ten Million Slaves’ by Otis Taylor
12) ‘Love Me or Die’ by C.W. Stoneking
13) ‘St James Infirmary’ by Hugh Laurie
14) ‘Coffee Cold’ by Galt MacDermot
15) ‘There’s Nothing Like This’ by Omar
16) ‘Alleluia’ by Happy Voices
17) ‘You Don’t Know My Mind’ by Hugh Laurie
18) ‘Mannish Boy’ by Muddy Waters
19) ‘Mannish Boy’ by Muddy Waters (different version)
20) ‘Let Them Talk’ by Hugh Laurie
21) ‘Chocolate Jesus’ by Joe Bonamassa
22) ‘I’ll Take Care of You’ by Joe Bonamassa
23) ‘Ain’t No Love in the Heart of the City’ (single version) by Bobby Bland
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24) ‘On The Road Again’ by Canned Heat
25) ‘Still Got The Blues (For You)’ by Gary Moore
26) ‘Italian National Anthem’ by The United States Navy Band
27) ‘Riding with the King’ by Eric Clapton with B.B.King
28) ‘The Thrill is Gone’ (1969 single version) by B.B.King
29) ‘Shake It Baby’ by John Lee Hooker
30) ‘Johnny Got a Boom Boom’ by Imelda May
This is an amazing mixture of new and old and the French seem to be adding artists sometimes
as if they had never heard of them. Seasick Steve is very popular here as is Hugh Laurie and the
‘heavy’ Blues is represented by Joe Bonamassa and Gary Moore. Number 26, which I haven’t
heard or remembered, is the odd one out. The French just go their own way.

The Blues Styles. Continuing the blues history and roots, in this issue, a little about East Coast
Blues.
This area is sometimes referred to as Piedmont Blues and covers the south east area of the USA
including the Carolinas, Virginia, Alabama, Georgia and, to a certain extent Florida, generally
centring on Atlanta (Piedmont is just North West of Atlanta on a high plateau).
Although the Mississippi Delta is probably the most prolific area for Blues, this was also a very
fertile area for guitar-based Blues. The area also included ragtime piano and Appalachian folk
music so to compete and involve these styles, Blues players evolved a more complex
fingerpicking style with the thumb playing bass and the fingers playing melody on the treble strings
(Chet Atkins developed this style much later). As there was only manual and labouring jobs for
Blacks and little education available, then street corner playing for cash were blues players’ best
options The guitar style, being rhythmic, attracted bar owners to employ them also. An interesting
side effect of the job situation was that many blind guitarists appeared including Blind Blake, Blind
Boy Fuller and Blind Willie McTell (who, unusually, played a 12-string guitar and wrote the much
recorded ‘Statesboro Blues’) being the most famous. The
Ragtime and Appalachian string bands had a great influence
on the Blues players of this area. Again, the Depression and
World War two meant the style, like other areas of Blues
music, almost vanished.
A good album, if you can find it, is ‘East Coast Blues 19261935’ which represents a timeline of the best of the recorded
style.
A new double album out recently has a long title ‘Carrying on
the Legacy – Music by Contemporary Piedmont Blues Artists’
is also highly recommended if you think you might like to
delve into Piedmont Blues with more modern players and
better recording techniques.

Radio: My good mate Jack continues to improve his output weekly. Well past his 50th show now
he still finds great music to play on his Tuesday afternoon slot ‘Messin’ With The Kidd’ (3pm –
5pm) on lionheartradio.com. My music collection swells almost weekly listening to him.
Another show worth a listen is Gary Grainger’s ‘The Blues Show’ on bishopfm which is soaked in
a fine collection of both old and contemporary Blues and that is on Sunday late afternoon from
6pm to 9pm when you are home from the pub after a little doze and there’s nothing on telly!
Talking about telly, I’m not a great fan these days and prefer to listen to music rather than watch
TV. You can do other things while listening.
I’ve tried to watch the current series of Jools Holland but find it hard to comprehend his current
music trends of unknowns and unlistenable artists who vanish without trace after the show. The
omens are not good for ‘Hootenanny’ on New Year’s Eve. I think I’ll go down my local!
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A Couple of Raised Glasses: (People who might be missed by the regular list)
Russell Smith died in July this year at the age of 70 from a cancer diagnosis. He was the lead
singer of ‘The Amazing Rhythm Aces’ who had a big hit with ‘Third Rate Romance’. He had a very
distinctive strong voice which, although very country, I liked a lot and followed his career buying
most of his group recordings and his solo efforts. In 1993, he fronted two CDs by ‘Run C&W’
which were comic versions of big soul hits played as an exaggerated Country and Western band
which I enjoyed enormously.
Paul Barrere died October this year aged 71. He had been guitarist and singer of Little Feat for
around 37 years. They had been going about three years with Lowell George as lead vocals when
he joined and with Bill Payne, a superb pianist and original member, pushed the band on to
remain one of my all-time favourite bands. A bad CD by them (and there were a few) was better
than good ones by others and I collected 33 albums and like them all enough to keep playing
them. He will be a great loss to the band, and I am not sure if they will continue.
Also, I just read that Preston Epps died in May this year aged 88. I have a couple of singles by
him and he made the American top twenty in 1959, this being quite unusual as he was a bongo
player. Jasmine Records have just released all his output on a CD entitled ‘Bongos-A-Go-Go’ of
stuff he recorded between 1958 and 1962

What was my last CD? ’Live at Woodstock’ by Creedence Clearwater Revival.
Recorded at about 7.30am in the morning of August
17th, 1969, this is the first time on CD. Most of their
older favourites are here in the 11-track album with very
little information. It is the four original members, John
Fogerty, throat-ripping lead vocals, guitar, harmonica
and piano, Tom Fogerty, guitar and vocals, Stu Cook,
bass and Doug Clifford, drums. This must have been a
real wake up call for the 400,000 who were just lazing
about as John screamed into ‘Born on the Bayou’
followed by ‘Green River’. There are four songs not
written by John, including a rip-roaring version of ‘I Put
A Spell On You’ which is worth the price of the CD
alone. It finishes with ‘Suzie Q’, John’s great version to
take you home. CCR came along in 1967 just when my
faith in finding some new music I might like was almost
causing sleepless nights. I dragged my first wife up to
the Albert Hall to see them and I saw John Fogerty in concert in New Orleans with my second
wife, in 1998. She loved him.

What’s on my iPod? ‘Morning Glory’ from the album
“Skyboat” by Mac Gayden. I heard this first on Charlie
Gillett’s radio London Show in 1975. It chugged along
and a slide guitar solo took it to almost the highest notes
on record. I had to own it so rushed out and bought the
single as I assumed it would be a hit, but it wasn’t and
nor was it a hit in the USA. I eventually bought the
rather expensive CD and found Mac was a prolific song
writer for others (‘Everlasting Love’ and ‘Love on a
Mountaintop’ etc.). He was also a founder member of
‘Area Code 615’ and ‘Barefoot Jerry’ which have some
great Southern Rock material on them. Playing it today,
as I did whilst writing, 44 years after first hearing it, it still stands up as a great recording. 5 stars
on my iPod.     
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Record review: Those lovely folks at TFTW Towers sent me two CDs to review
‘Hot Blues and Boogie’ - The Broadkasters on CERO Records CJROCD723 (2019)
Bo Diddley sang ‘You Can’t Judge a Book by the Cover’ and that is true of this 12-track album of
ten covers and two originals. And although it should be, it is not my cup of tea. The cover shows a
group of African Americans on a front porch and these four musicians are British. The sleeve
notes, by AWGH (occasional TFTW writer) are apologetic at times; (Quote) “However in a studio,
yes, you do get a different sound… but I can personally assure you that the quality of the
recordings on this album is that good it just does not get any better” and “Obviously, when as a
band you decide your style and everyone signs up for it, you know that you’re not going to please
all the public, especially those who think Blues should be modernised and progressed”.
Now it’s this second group that I fall into. In trying to sound authentic (the album cover says
‘Authentic Studio Recordings’) they have fallen between two stools, the genuine old Blues and
modern recorded sounds. The tracks include material by Slim Harpo, Joe Turner, Willie Nix, Little
Walter, B.B.King and Muddy Waters.
The band, guitar, bass, (great upright bass playing here) drums and harmonica are led by Rob
Glazebrook (vocals, guitar and responsible for the slightly muddy mixing and mastering sound).
I’m sorry, it’s just not for me.

‘Dig Everything - The Early Rounder Albums’ - Barrence Whitfield & the Savages ACE
CDCHD1515 (2018)
This is a reissue of the second and third albums by ‘the Wild Man of Boston’ from 1985 and 1987.
I knew the name but that was all, so it was with great interest that I played this CD. What came out
was a mixture of early ‘60s Rock'n'Roll, early ‘70s soul and early ‘80s stereo recordings. There are
17 great tracks here, 11 from ‘Dig Yourself’ the 1985 album and 6 from ‘Call Of The Wild’ the 1987
album. He certainly comes over as a wild man with some sounds like Little Richard and Wilson
Pickett, some bluesy soul like Solomon Burke and a backing group sometimes not unlike the old
Buddy Holly tracks.
There is a lot of tight rockin’, with thrashing guitar (first album) honkin’ sax (second album) and
good old 12 bar songs on this typical ACE (originally Rounder) release.
I’m going to play it again now! I bet he was a terrific live act!
Dave Parker
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
US Road Trip – September 2019
September 12. I'm at the start of another US trip with Alan Lloyd, Dave Carroll and Lee Wilkinson.
The last time we came to Nashville things started badly when our connecting flight from
Washington had to turn back and three of us were escorted from the hotel where we were
supposed to be staying by an armed guard. This time we had some good fortune having been
rerouted onto an earlier American Airlines flight via Philadelphia when our BA flight was cancelled
due to the pilots' strike. We checked into our hotel okay but our first evening at the Americana
Fest was not as smooth as we would have liked. Alan forgot to bring ID and wasn't allowed to
drink (you have to admit he does look under 21 - H) and we paid more than we should for parking
and the taxi to the venue.
The music, however, at the Memphis Groove 'n' Grind in
Basement East was pretty good. There were loads of
artists and we didn't stay for all of them, but there was
quite a lot of variety and a couple of stand outs. The
highlight was a session involving Memphis guitarist
Luther Dickinson, backed by a band which included the
extrovert keyboard player Paul Brown and a couple of
Bo-Keys on horns. Boo Mitchell came on stage to
introduce Jim Lauderdale who has been recording at
Royal Studios and sang a couple of bluesy numbers,
including the excellent '13 Clocks' and 'Worth The Wait'.
Also good were the HawtThorns, Dee White, who sang
one number, Jeremy Pinnell, who sang a Howlin' Wolf
song, Paul Burch, Amy Lavere with guitarist Will Sexton,
and Patrick Sweany. This was music with a Memphis
slant meaning some decent blues and a bit of Soul and was highly entertaining. Pity we were
rather dead on our feet and couldn't last the night. Plus, Alan needed a drink!
Our first full day in Nashville was hot, with temperatures nudging 100°F. We checked out of our
hotel near the airport after having breakfast at a Waffle House and went downtown where we took
a look at the Johnny Cash museum. It's not bad although not brilliant but when we went upstairs to
see the Patsy Cline museum we were shocked to discover they wanted another $20 to enter. We
didn't bother and neither, it seems, did anyone else as the place was deserted. After a drink in
Roberts Western World in Broadway we met up with Ron Cook at the serenely quiet Flying
Saucer, and then adjourned to the Nashville Underground bar where there were some UK artists
playing including Robert Vincent. We met up with Marc Engel there for the second time this trip.
After checking into a second hotel we Uber-ed back into town, had a meal and caught some
decent music in the True Music Room at the Cambria. Lizzie No is a singer songwriter who plays
harp and guitar and comes across well, but our main interest was in the following act, Bette Smith.
She's a dynamic singer with a huge Afro who was wearing a red dress which she used to good
effect as she sashayed and swayed across the tiny stage. Backed by a five piece band she was
soulful and highly entertaining on numbers including 'I Felt It Too', ‘Stop That Train', 'Jet Lagged',
Isaac Hayes's 'Do Your Thing', Eddie Hinton's 'Everybody Needs Love', 'I'm a Sinner' and Etta
James's 'Tell Mama'. Bette is a young singer who I've wanted to see for some time and I wasn't
disappointed.
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September 14. The extreme heat continued in Nashville as we moved into our third day. The
music was pretty hot as well but with so many artists and several dozen venues it's difficult to see
even a fraction of the acts. We spent the morning browsing for records at the Great Escape record
shop and Rhino book and record store on Charlotte Ave. Then it was back to the live stuff.
Fortunately the afternoon session at Robert’s Western World bar on Broadway provided an
opportunity to see quite a few of the better acts if only for a few numbers each.
The session was hosted by Mojo Nixon and Sarah Gayle Meech, who also sang several numbers,
and was excellent despite the tiny, narrow venue being packed. First up were The North
Mississippi All Stars, followed by Corb Lund, who sang 'Cover of Rolling Stone', and Jeremy Ivey.
Dale Watson, supported by Celine Lee, was in a country mood, the highlight being 'Run Away',
but the next act, Carlene Carter, brought the packed house down in terms of excitement. She was
great on 'Every Little Thing' and 'What You Want To Do That For'. She is a class act and true
country royalty of course. Following her was Rosie Flores who brought some bluesy influences
with her, with support from rockabilly star James Intveld. Numbers included 'Honky Tonk Blues'
and 'Crying Over You’, with support on that one from Bonnie Montgomery.
The afternoon reached its climax with the arrival on stage of the Mavericks, the nine piece band
being crammed into a tiny space. The bar was jam packed and it was fantastic being down near
the front to witness what was a brilliant set. The band mixed country with Tex-Mex and singer
Raul Malo's voice was superb on half a dozen songs including 'Hungry Heart' and Ray Price's
'Don't You Ever Get Tired Of Hurting Me'. A magical half hour and a privilege to be there. Finally
Chuck Mead brought some rockabilly to proceedings, along with 'What Made Milwaukee Famous'.
A great afternoon's entertainment.
In the evening we had some ribs at Peg Leg Porkers restaurant and a beer at the Flying Saucer
before trekking across town to 3rd and Lindsley to see Jim Lauderdale do a pleasant if laid back
set of country styled numbers, with Buddy Miller duetting on a couple of numbers. Then it was to
the City Winery for a real highlight - UK artist Yola, who was wonderful. An impressively built lady
with a big Afro, she has a fantastically powerful voice and a nice line in humour between songs.
Her highly enjoyable set included original songs such as 'Ride Out in the Country' and 'Still Gone'
from her recent album, along with the title track 'Walk Through Fire', written by Dan Penn when he
heard about a real incident when Yola set fire to her clothes. 'Shady Grove' came next, followed
by Elton John's 'Goodbye Yellow Brick Road', 'Love All Night Work All Day' and 'What You Do'
from her first EP. 'It Ain't Easier' was a standout number and attracted vocal support from the
McCrary Sisters gospel group who I was sitting with and she finished with 'Far Away Look'. Having
heard good things about Yola I can now confirm, having seen her, that she is a true star in the
making. Brilliant!
Next day we went to the War Memorial Auditorium but the folky Appalachian stuff being played
didn't really appeal so we headed for the Musicians Hall of Fame and Museum. I was impressed
with the place which includes good sections on the likes of Sun and Muscle Shoals and lots of
interactive exhibits.
The evening turned out to be an excellent one. We
started at 3rd and Lindsley with the great Bobby
Rush who, even in his mid-eighties, looks and
sounds like a man in his prime. This was a slightly
toned down show, to suit the white audience and
there was only a brief appearance by Mizz Lowe
and Erica but lots of his perennial favourites were
there, including 'Bow Legged Woman', 'Porcupine
Meat', 'Hoochie Coochie Man', '19 Years Old' and
'Booga Bear’. We stayed on for the next act, singer
songwriter Gary Nicholson, the writer of some
excellent songs such as Buddy Guy's Grammy
Award winning 'Skin Deep', and a decent singer
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sounding rather like Robert Cray. Playing with him was
Canadian guitarist Colin Linden. Walking across town we
eventually arrived at the Hutton Hotel to see female gospel
quartet the McCrary Sisters. I sat next to Alfreda, youngest
of the sisters at the Yola show and had promised to come to
see them. The sisters are gospel through and through, their
father Sam having been a founder of the Fairfield Four, and
are regular performers at the Americana Awards show. Their
set was superb with some very soulful and emotional songs
ranging from standards like 'Amazing Grace' to upbeat
numbers such as 'Let It Go', 'Dance Like David' and 'I'll Take
You There'.
To complete the evening we went on to Exit/In for a few
rocking numbers by Rosie Flores and an excellent set by
Chuck Mead, which ranged from Western swing through Tex
Mex to rockabilly and Chuck Berry styled rock and roll. Another
great day and there's more to come.
September 15. Our Nashville stay continued with Charles
'Wigg' Walker's weekly Soul Brunch at Acme Feed and Seed
on Broadway. His recording career goes back over 50 years
and his voice remains powerful and deeply soulful. His set, to
an audience of mostly party lovers but a few soul
aficionados, included originals such as 'Got To Get It Out
Of My Heart' and Soul standards like 'You Send Me' and
'Me and Mrs Jones' and very good it was too. From there
we headed to Grimey's record store where they were
selling LPs for 50 cents (we all bought a few except Alan
who had gone off to meet some friends). They also had
live music and we watched a bit of gospel group the
Caldwell Singers, four plus size ladies dressed mostly in
pink taffeta. Great harmonies.
A long evening began with an Uber ride (what a brilliant
service this is proving to be) to Basement East for Daddy
Long Legs, a three piece rock and roll band from New
York who I saw in New Orleans a couple of years back.
They are loud, wild and very visual as the tall, skinny
singer attacked his harmonica with venom, the drummer
hammered his skins with a mallet and the Mod guitarist
created a fabulous backing. Exciting stuff. Onwards we
went to 3rd and Lindsley where we ate and sat through a
number of rather average acts, the best being Dee White,
who was good
on a version of
'Old Man River', 'Little Old Wine Drinker Me' and
'Games People Play'. Female singer Nikki Bluhm I
found a little screechy and The Red Dirt Band rather
bland Americana. The wait was worth it however as the
final act, Delbert McClinton, was superb. I haven't
seen Delbert for nearly 30 years but at the age of 78 he
remains a great performer. Backed by his cracking band
the Self Made Men and supported on a couple of
numbers by Dana Robbins, this 'roots visionary' swung
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through bluesy originals like 'Mr Smith', 'A Fool Like Me, 'Oughtta Know', Why Me' and 'Fine and
Healthy Thing', plus some well-chosen covers including 'Take Me To The River' and Tyrone
Davis's 'Can I Change My Mind'. He finished with a barnstorming version of 'Giving It Up For Your
Love'. In terms of quality this was perhaps the best set of the entire week, running the Mavericks
close at the very least.
September 18. Our last full day in Nashville began at the
Gospel Brunch at the City Winery, a crowded affair but with
free chicken and waffles. There were a couple of numbers from
Drew Holcomb, some gospel from the Caldwell Singers and
some more from Bonnie Bishop. Bobby Rush did a short
acoustic set featuring some reminiscing and snippets of 'Go
Down Moses', 'Swing Low Sweet Chariot' and 'The Saints' on
harmonica. Finally Delbert McClinton and his band livened up
the audience with 'Mr Smith', 'Tall Dark and Handsome' and
'Sending Me Angels' before the whole cast came on stage for
'Fly Away'.
In the evening we met up with Ron Cook and had a rather poor
meal at a noisy place called Party Fowl. From there we went yet
again to 3rd and Lindsley. Leah Blevins, a young country singer
in a very short skirt, was on first and the main act was Brandy
Clark who proved to be very good. Her melodic songs about topics
such as drinking and revenge were interesting and well performed.
Numbers included 'Big Day in a Small Town', 'Take a Little Pill',
'You're Drunk', 'Love Is A Fire', with good cello support, 'Take A
Long Walk Off A Short Pier' and only one non original, Willie
Nelson’s 'Good Hearted Woman'.
We drove west stopping for a
coffee at Dickson, where I
found some 45s in a thrift
store. Arriving in Jackson,
Tennessee, we checked in at
the Red Roof Hotel and located the grave of Carl Perkins
and a marker at Casey Jones Village where another Jackson
resident is celebrated with railroad locos, a cafe and, for
some reason, a bagpiper. Next morning we got up early to
find a marker to the south of town to Sonny Boy
Williamson the first, the blues harmonica player who died
aged just 34. We found the marker and searched the nearby Briar's Chapel cemetery for his grave
but couldn't find it.
From there we went to the Music Museum at the Carnegie Library. It's a quiet place with a lady
who meticulously wrote out our entry tickets but there was quite a bit of info about Carl Perkins, W
S Holland, Wink Martindale and other locals, including
Isaac Tigrett, who founded both the Hard Rock Cafe
and House of Blues. Nearby is the Rockabilly Hall Of
Fame where an enthusiastic guide called Hollywood
showed off Carl Perkins' blue suede shoes (he
claimed), a broken pair of sunglasses allegedly
having belonged to Roy Orbison and the many photos
and memorabilia there. Sadly it seems that the place is
due to close soon: financial pressure from the Mayor's
office it seems. An enjoyable visit and good to get there
in time. We drove north from Jackson to Kentucky and
headed for Central City, where there is another music
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museum, this time dedicated mainly to local boys the Everly Brothers, with some info on Merle
Travis as well. The guide there told us how the Everlys' homecoming in 1988 had put the small
town on the map. Afterwards we checked out Phil Everly's
grave nearby. We stayed overnight at Bowling Green, a
town made famous by an Everly Brothers song, but not one
with any great merit apart from the National Corvette
Museum.
September 21. The Kentucky part of our road trip began in,
of all places, Glasgow where we had a very good breakfast.
It's a pleasant town. We went on to London, which was
rather disappointing… I much prefer the original. Then
Corbin, where Colonel Sanders opened his first fried chicken
restaurant. We also passed by Barbourville, home of frontiers
man Daniel Boone, and Pineville where I got a couple
of LPs. Our stop for the night was Middlesboro, which
is close to the Cumberland Gap which cuts a path
through the Appalachians. We went up to the Pinnacle
where you can see three states: Kentucky, Tennessee
and Virginia. Middlesboro is dry, meaning you can't
buy booze there, so we had a beer in the village of
Cumberland Gap, which is across the state border,
and bought some beer for later before having a steak
back in Middlesboro.
Next day we headed back into Tennessee, stopping
off at Greeneville on the hunt for records, and the
Davy Crockett State Park where the man who all people of my age remember from the fifties film
and song was born. The homestead where he was
born was not on a mountain top as the song claimed.
We stayed overnight at Bristol where the Rhythm and
Roots Reunion Festival starts tomorrow. The main
street in town, State Street, straddles the border
between Tennessee and Virginia. Bristol's claim to be
the Birthplace of Country Music is celebrated at a
museum of that name which explains, very effectively,
how record man Ralph Peer brought together a group
of singers in 1927 and recorded seminal hillbilly,
country, folk and gospel material. These artists
included
Jimmie
Rodgers, the Carter
Family and Ernest Stoneman and were very influential in the
development of the genres. There is an exhibition downstairs of
original photographs by Marty Stuart who dropped in while we
were there so Lee and I took the opportunity of getting our
photo taken with him.
The festival kicked off that evening and was rather mixed in
terms of quality. Tameca Jones, billed as the queen of Austin
soul, looked good in high heeled black boots and a skimpy
dress, but was rather too much in the modern soul category for
me, with some original numbers such as 'Hot and Bothered' and
'I'm Drowning Inside' and unusual covers including 'Benny and
the Jets' and 'Miss You'. Backed by a single guitarist and, at
times, a backing track, she clearly has potential but didn't really
do it for me.
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I checked out a couple of bands that didn't impress (Virginia Grand
and Wayne Gordon) but only to pass the time before the biggest,
and best act of the night appeared, Marty Stuart and the modestly
named Fabulous Superlatives. Marty was excellent. Dressed in
black, in contrast to the sparkly light blue and pink of his band, he
reeled off a string of classic songs in various genres ranging from
outlaw songs to semi rock and country. These included 'Turn The
Wood Pile Down', 'The Whisky Isn’t Working Any More', 'I'm
Tempted', 'Way Out West', 'In Old Mexico' and the excellent 'Six
White Horses'. Each of the band members, guitarist Kenny
Vaughan, drummer Harry Stinson and bass player Chris Scruggs,
did two numbers each, which was perhaps slightly too many, but
Marty came back strongly with some mandolin virtuosity on
'Orange Blossom Special’. Overall this was a great set, one of the
best of my trip.
The same couldn't be said for St Paul and the Broken
Bones. I'd heard a lot about this band, and the
audience clearly loved them, but I didn't agree. After
lots of flashing lights at the start St Paul came on
stage and proved to be a tubby, balding bloke wearing
a sparkling green cape who posed, did a bit of dad
dancing and sang a couple of rock numbers in a
shrieky voice reminiscent of Tiny Tim. Admittedly he
was better on one or two slower soul numbers and the
seven piece band with three horns was fine, but I
honestly can't see what the fuss is about. I will pass on
them in future. Other acts I saw a part of included Sam
Bush, who ranged from bluegrass to rock, and
rockabilly man Chuck Mead.
September 23. Saturday is the busiest day at the Bristol Rhythm and Roots Festival. The problem
is that with 18 stages and dozens of artists performing, most of whom I've never heard of, it's
difficult to know where to be. The best act we found on the day was Mike Farris, a youthful looking
guitarist, who sings a bit of Soul, some country and some gospel. Numbers included 'Snap Your
Fingers', his take on Jimmie Rodgers' 'T for Texas T for Tennessee' and a good version of Freddie
Scott's 'Are You Lonely For Me Baby'. He effectively got crowd participation on Rev Gary Davies's
'Heard the Angels Singing' which was impressive.
The biggest name on the day was Wynonna Judd with her
band the Big Noise. She hit the stage in red headed rock diva
form with 'Rock Bottom' and 'Tell Me Why'. She has a good
voice and an excellent band led by husband and drummer
Cactus Moser, and a sassy, no holds barred personality.
Other songs, including 'Ain't No Thing', 'What The World
Needs Now' and 'Love Is Alive', showed that she can handle
both rock and country with equal ease and the huge crowd
responded to her with enthusiasm.
Another decent act was the Darrell Scott Bluegrass Band.
Singer songwriter Darrell wasn't restricted to bluegrass with
some good numbers, the most popular with the audience
being 'A Great Day To Be Alive'. Other acts I saw at least part
of included country singer Jason Eady, who was good on
'Downturn', Dustbowl Revival and Justin Fedor, both of whom
were adequate.
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The final day at the festival, Sunday, was a
shortened one but included one of the highlights,
Ray Wylie Hubbard. He's a wizened bearded guy
with an irreverent sense of humour and a store of
great songs rather in the spirit of Tony Joe White. I
enjoyed them all: 'Snake Farm' is a classic,
'Drunken Poet's Dream' (co-written with Hayes Carll)
is great, 'Country Blues' (a tribute to his blues
heroes), 'Mother Blues' (featuring his son on guitar),
'Mambo John', ‘Tell The Devil I'm Getting There As
Fast As I Can' (the title of his 2017 album), 'Cooler
'n' Hell', 'Redneck Mother' (with support from the
audience - most of them literally with red necks from
the blistering heat), 'Barefoot In Heaven' and, finally, 'Choctaw Bingo'. It was a fine, fun set and
highly enjoyable. Of the other acts Jamie Lin Wilson was
good. She's a singer songwriter with interesting stories
between songs; Scythian did some Eastern European
stuff; Lauren Morrow was rather middle of the road; Jason
'Hoss' Hicks was lightweight rockabilly and Jim
Lauderdale was pleasant, as he had been on Nashville.
Overall the festival was pretty good, well run with some
great highlights, and the city of Bristol is pleasant. But
there wasn't any blues or soul to speak of so I may not go
again.
After leaving Bristol we headed for Knoxville where I had
a look at the Lost and Found record shop but didn't find anything of interest. After staying
overnight we headed back to Nashville the next day and home via Charlotte. Our final day
included a stop in Cookeville, where I bought some 45s in an antique shop and looked at the
railroad museum. Another great US road trip completed.
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Detroit A Go Go trip
October 24, 2019
I'm at the start of another US trip, this time to Detroit with Dave Carroll
for the Detroit A Go Go Northern Soul weekend. The journey via
Chicago O'Hare (a painfully inefficient airport) was on time and we
checked into the St Regis Hotel having taken an expensive taxi from
Detroit airport. Soul fans are gathering from Wigan, Manchester,
Bournemouth and elsewhere but there aren't many locals around so far.
We spent the evening at the Northern
Lights Lounge where Motown guitarist Dennis Coffey has a regular
gig on a Tuesday. He is a super guitarist as instrumentals such as
'Signed Sealed Delivered' and 'Just My Imagination' testified although
vocals on 'Johnny B Goode' and 'Baby What You Want Me To Do'
were unexceptional. He was joined on stage by Lady Champagne
who added some good blues to the evening, with 'Hey Bartender' and
'Further Up The Road' the highlights.
Next morning we took a long but chilly walk to Downtown and to the river, which borders Canada.
There's a pleasant riverside walk past the memorial to the Underground Railroad, which helped
slaves to escape, to the Aretha Franklin Amphitheatre, where top stars appear. After a drink and
snack at Andrew's Corner Bar we took an Uber to Peoples Records, which has an impressive
selection of soul 45s and LPs.
After an Afro Caribbean meal at a place called Yum Village the
third annual Detroit A Go Go kicked off with a welcome party at the
St Regis with music by the highly accomplished Drew Schultz and
the Broken Habits and vocals by Trish Shandor. This year the
festival is also marking the 60th anniversary of the foundation of
Motown with two of the evenings branded Motown A Go Go and
there were many artists associated with Motown and other Detroit
labels in the house. Some of them joined the band for a number or
two, including Pat Lewis on 'Can't Shake Loose', Spyder Turner on
'Stand By Me' and Rose Battiste who got a great reception when she sang her 1966 Golden
World record 'I Miss My Baby'. The Voice contestant Beth Griffith-Manley, daughter of Johnny
Griffith of the Funk Brothers, who looked gorgeous in shiny red
slacks, sang a couple of numbers. So too did Ms Cubie, a raunchy
R&B singer in a tight-fitting animal print dress who tweaked and
belted out a couple of low down and dirty songs that earned her a
standing ovation. The band itself did a mix of original songs and
Northern Soul covers such as J J Barnes' 'Humdinger' which was
much appreciated by the UK based audience and locally based
artists alike. It was an excellent way to kick things off.
October 26
Next day we took the Q Line streetcar Downtown and wandered over to the Hello record shop, an
intimate place where I bought some Detroit soul 45s. Noah
Shaffer and his friend Mark are in town as are Seamus and John
McGarvey and we made our way to Bert's Warehouse Theater
where the shows are being held. The first evening featured nonMotown acts, all of whom gave their all, although the sound was
rather muddy. Spyder Turner hosted amusingly and good quality
backing was provided by Ronnie Nelson's TFO Orchestra with
background vocals by the Ladeez, who also did a good version
of 'Get Ready'.
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First of the original Detroit soul acts on stage were the Professionals, looking the part and
sounding good on a couple of numbers, including 'That's Why I Love You'. Jimmy Scott, wearing a
white jacket, sang just one number, 'It Rained 40 Days and Nights' and came across strongly and
I would have liked more. The Dynamics, whose 1963 song 'Misery' was plagiarized by The Who
when they were calling themselves the High Numbers, sang
three numbers from their early 70s 'First Landing' period
including 'I Need Your Love' and did well. Willie Jones,
wearing a yellow suit that matched the colour of the dresses
worn by the Ladeez, did three songs. Willie, once of the
Royal Jokers, helped launch Betty Lavette's career and she
returned the favour more recently by helping Willie get a
record deal for his 'Fire In My Soul' album. Spyder Turner
showed that he is still in great voice with 'I Can't Make It Any
More' and his 1966 version of 'Stand By Me', during which
he mimicked Sam Cooke, Joe Tex, Al Green and others.
After this excellent but fairly short (75 minutes) live show we
went with Noah to the Raven Lounge blues bar, a genuine
juke joint where there was a live band and three great
singers. Harmonica Shah is an excellent harp player and
sounded just like Howlin' Wolf on 'Move Over Old Man' and
'Baby Please'. He's an expressive singer with a great voice
and highly enjoyable. So too was Michelle Varell (?) on 'Hey
Sexy Man' and 'Dr Feelgood'. I also enjoyed Ray Robinson, a
big man who said he had been shot four times for no reason a
few years back but lived to tell the tale, who came across
strongly on 'Last Two Dollars', 'I'll Play The Blues For You' and 'Stormy Monday Blues'. Many
thanks to Noah for letting us know about this wonderful blues bar.
Given that we are in Detroit a visit to Hitsville USA, now the
Motown Museum, was essential, so we took the short trip on
Friday afternoon. The tour is interesting but the place is tiny,
including the famed Studio A, and it's amazing that it
produced hundreds of brilliant recordings. Greeting the tour
group in the studio were trombonist and producer Paul Riser
and two members of the Andantes, Jackie Hicks and
Louvain Demps. Back at the hotel, we met up with Seamus
and got a photo of the current line-up of the Fantastic Four at
their record signing, plus their autographs for John Marriott.
The evening's live music at Bert's Warehouse was billed
as Motown A Go Go and was just that. It was brilliant, with
a line-up of great Motown artists, mostly female. First on
were the Posse, a lesser known name from the late 60s
who now comprise one original and one other (another
original was Ronnie Nelson, now leading the backing
band). Their one number 'Fire' was delivered with energy
and excitement and good to watch. Next came the
Marvelettes, with one original member, Katherine
Schaffner seated on a throne and three younger
members dressed in long green gowns. I enjoyed them a
lot and their versions of 'Please Mr Postman', 'I'll Keep On Holding On', an acapella version of
'Locking Up My Heart' (a personal favourite) and 'Your Love Can Save Me' were a delight.
Kim Weston came next. Nearly 80, the years are sadly showing but she remains slim and active.
Dressed in a long velvet dress, her songs included 'Take Me In Your Arms' and 'Helpless', both
stone Northern Soul favourites. After an interval the show continued with the tall, blonde Chris
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Clark, whose set included 'From Head To Toe' and the Motown classic 'Do I Love You'. The acts
continued thick and fast and the next one, Carolyn Crawford, wearing a little black dress, was
excellent on 'Until You Came Along', her first recording 'Forget About Me' and 'Keep Stepping
Never Look Back' with tremendous support from backing group the Ladeez, who were terrific all
evening.
Finally a solo male singer appeared in the form of G C Cameron,
once of the Temptations and the Spinners. His voice was quite
remarkable, that’s to say really good, as was his stage act as he
sang the Spinners' 'It's A Shame' (he sang lead on the original)
and the ballad 'So Hard To Say Goodbye' in his set.
Final act of the night was Brenda Holloway, a singer I have seen
several times in recent
years. She was on top form,
seemingly inspired by her UK fans, as she excelled on 'What
Are You Gonna Do When I'm Gone', 'Every Little Bit Hurts'
and 'Reconsider'.
The show ended with all the stars joining in on 'Ain't No
Mountain High Enough'. Show organiser Phil Dick looked on
with pride, as well he might as this was a night to remember.
And there are still two more Go Go shows to come!
October 28
Detroit has produced more than its fair share of great musicians
over the years and many of them are buried or interred at the
Woodlawn Cemetery. On Saturday we took the bus there and
began by visiting the mausoleum where Aretha Franklin is interred,
along with her father Rev C L Franklin and sisters Carolyn and
Erma. We checked out several other graves, including those of
Marv Johnson, Levi Stubbs and Lawrence Payton of the Four
Tops, the Gordy family plot where Esther Gordy Edwards is
commemorated and a memorial to Michael Jackson. There are
many more music related graves there, including Billy Davis, Pervis Jackson of the Spinners,
David Ruffin, James Jamerson and Earl Van Dyke, as well as members of the Ford, Dodge and
Hudson motor dynasties. The autumn colours were a delight but our visit was cut short in the end
by rain.
The second Motown A Go Go show took place in the evening
at Bert's Warehouse and once again it was a fantastic night of
great music and nostalgia. Billed as Junior Walker's All Stars,
the Ronnie Nelson band and backing group The Ladeez,
wearing glittery jackets, kicked things off in fine style with
'Roadrunner', 'What Does It Take' and 'Shotgun'. Then it was
the
turn
of
original
Vandellas
Rosalind
Holmes
and
Annette
Helton,
along
with
Roschelle Laughhunn, to crank things up with 'Heatwave',
'Nowhere To Run' and 'Dancing In The Street', all sounding
much like they did when Martha still had a decent voice.
Next up was a real treat: the Velvelettes featuring all four
original members. They looked extremely elegant dressed in
long peach, blue and green dresses and sounded great too,
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with lead singer Carolyn Gill showing the way. There was a moment of drama though as sister
Mildred slipped and fell backwards on the stage. Fortunately she was able to carry on after a few
minutes and all three of their numbers - 'These Things Will Keep Me Loving You', 'Lonely Lonely
Girl Am I' and the classic 'Needle In A Haystack' - were sublime.
The interval saw a series of awards to Motown luminaries including Ivy Jo Hunter, Paul Riser,
Clay McMurray, who was represented by his family, and a lifetime achievement award for the late
Esther Gordy Edwards, which was collected by the manager of the Motown Museum that she set
up. There were also acknowledgements for the work of Phil Dick and his crew for setting up the
shows of the last three years and for the support of Pat Lewis.
The Motown vocal group magic continued in the second half with the Miracles, featuring lead
singer Mark Scott, whose set included 'Tears Of A Clown', 'More Love' and, appropriately, 'Going
To A Go Go'. Next up were the Elgins, frequent visitors to the UK, whose lead singer Saundra
Edward's spent several precious minutes talking about their UK trips and their recent R&B Hall of
Fame Award, rather than singing. She dedicated the set to singer Johnny Dawson, who died last
year, but when they did sing ('Darling Baby' and 'Heaven Must Have Sent You') they were
excellent.
I've always had a soft spot for the Contours' rather more
upbeat numbers and I was delighted when the five guys,
including founding member Joe Billingsley, hit the stage.
They were funny, energetic and on top form as they sang
'First I Look At The Purse', 'Just A Little Misunderstanding'
and their breakthrough hit 'Do You Love Me'. Along with
the Velvelettes they were the stand out act of the night I
thought.
Final act of a long
night were the Supremes, featuring Scherrie Payne and
Susaye Greene, plus Joyce Vincent. Looking glamorous as
you would expect, in yellow gowns, they had all the actions
and poses made famous by previous group members and
harmonised well on 'You Keep Me Hanging On', 'Stop In
The Name Of Love' and 'Love is Like An Itching In My
Heart'. They closed with 'Some Day We'll Be Together' and
were joined on stage by the entire cast at the end of what
was another joyous night of Motown.
Sunday was a relatively quiet day with just a panel discussion involving Motown stalwarts Ivy Jo
Hunter, Paul Riser and Dennis Coffey by way of interest. The evening however was another
matter with another Detroit A Go Go show featuring artists who recorded for labels such as Ric Tic
and Golden World.
Willie Kendrick was on first, dressed in a red suit and shaking hands with everyone in sight. He
sang three numbers including 'Change Your Ways' but my lack of knowledge, and rather muffled
vocals, prevented me recognising the other two. No such problem with Ronnie Savoy who began
with 'Loving You Is Such A Beautiful Thing' and then brought
a female audience member on stage for 'Johnny On The
Spot', a song that he wrote.
Pat Lewis appeared next dressed in yellow and sang well on
'I'll Wait' and 'Can't Shake Loose'. Too much chat perhaps
but good fun and she clearly enjoyed herself. Following her
was a real highlight, J J Barnes, dressed in a pale pink suit
but still managing to look like a respectable businessman. He
lit up the stage with 'Real Humdinger' and was also excellent
on 'Please Help Me' and 'Baby Please Come Home'.
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After an interval the tall figure of Al Kent (Ronnie Savoy's brother) was introduced and came on
carrying a large book called 'Custodians of the Hummingbird', which is the story of his life in
music. He sang a little bit of 'The Way You Been Acting Lately' rather shakily, and was presented
with a lifetime achievement award by Phil Dick. Pat Lewis received a similar award.
It was now time for some vocal group harmony and the Reflections came on stage for four
numbers. They would not be out of place at the Long Island doo-wop festival and were great on
'Poor Man's Son', a good version of Jackie Wilson's 'To Be Loved' and their fabulous hit from 1964
'Just Like Romeo and Juliet'. They were followed by the Fantastic Four, none of them original
members but excellent in terms of their harmonies and choreography. They have re- recorded two
numbers on a 45 that was launched at Detroit A Go Go and sounded great on both numbers,
'Can't Stop Looking For My Baby' and 'Pin Point It Down.
Tony Michaels, lead singer of the Reflections, came on stage to sing his 1967 solo number 'I Love
The Life I Live', dedicated to all the Northern Soul fans in the audience. Finally the Ladeez,
dressed in short yellow tasselled dresses, sang 'Proud Mary' in full Ike and Tina Revue mode and
the rest of the acts came on stage to bring what had been another great night, and a fabulous
weekend, to a close.
The weekend wasn’t quite over, as next evening several of the artists gathered at the Hotel St
Regis for an informal get together. These included the Marvelettes and Fantastic Four, Ronnie
Savoy and his brother Al Kent, Rose Battiste, Frank Bryant of the Just Brothers and rapper Lyrical
Lipzz.

Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
JACKIE MOORE
Sadly we lose another of America's leading soul ladies who gave us
some heartfelt tremendous Southern soul based music. She was
probably best known for her 1970 gold charting forty five, 'Precious
Precious', which peaked at 12 R&B/30 Pop.
She was born in 1946 in Jacksonville, Florida. She flourished in the
church, where she was affiliated with various part time gospel
groups. Away from the church she idolised Aretha Franklin and
Gladys Knight, and a desire to sing professionally. Albeit still a
teenager, in the late sixties she moved to Philadelphia.
She soon made her mark on the Philly scene, and began to gain
some momentum. Linking up with top local R&B disc jockey Jimmy
Bishop, he got her recording deals with Shout and Wand. Her debut
on the local Shout records, 'Dear John' received local interest.
Moore's other Philly releases failed to make an impression, so she returned to Florida. Her cousin,
noted producer Dave Crawford, was having success at Atlantic records, brought Moore to the
attention of the Atlantic Records highchair and she bagged a recording contract.
In 1970, after lying dormant for some months on a b-side, the million selling gold Southern soul
classic, the swaying beat ballad 'Precious Precious' made its appearance. Jackie's earthy and
basic vocal style shines to perfection on this all-time lasting gem. She was never really able to
repeat that million seller, but did release some quality soul with a capital S.
The ensuing four years brought a string of hits, including the follow up, a slightly rap funky beat
ballad, 'Some Time It's Got To Rain (In Your Life)', which climbed to 19 R&B. Next was a superb
bluesy cover of the Elgins’ Motown standard, 'Darling Baby', which made 22 R&B.
She continued to have an array of singles for Atlantic, stand out being the joyous rapturous
upbeat, 'Sweet Charlie Babe', which got to 15 R&B, and also grazed the US pop charts.
In 1975 Moore joined Kayvette Records. Moore was in good hands with legendary producers Brad
Shapiro and Henry Stone at the helm. With them she achieved her biggest R&B success to date,
an emotional extramarital affair concept, 'Make Me Feel Like A Woman', which reached the dizzy
heights of 6 R&B.
Moore moved to Columbia in 1978 and continued to sell records to the US soul market. She also
had her only UK hit with the disco oriented 'This Time Baby'.
In 1983 she appears on the Catawba imprint, which sees her final R&B chart entry, posted at 73
with 'Holding Back', a typical eighties disco jolly. Further forty fives on Sunnyview and Diva failed
to ignite.
My favourites of her many soul-gems would be the smouldering, 'The Bridge That Lies Between
Us', and Moore’s venture into deep-soul territory, with Philip Mitchell's gritty truth teller 'Tired Of
Hiding'.
She died on the 8th November 2019.
CLAY McMURRAY
Detroit born Clay McMurray was a songwriter and producer principally acknowledge for his work in
the heyday years of Motown records.
He was born 4th July 1953 and died 9th September 2019.
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GINGER BAKER
Ginger Baker to me, along with Graham Bond, Jack Bruce and maestro Dick Heckstall-Smith,
mushrooming as the Graham Bond Organisation, was one of, if not the greatest UK group ever.
We used to follow the group all over London. But it was the Black Prince in Bexley that was a
favourite venue, where they appeared regularly on a Sunday night. That was always a
performance guaranteed to be a hot steaming soul, blues, rock, whatever GBO gig. All group
members are now deceased.
The group’s debut albums THE SOUND OF 65 and THERE’S A BOND BETWEEN US are often
on the turntable in the Soul Kitchen, reminiscing back to those good ole days.
LIVE 40 YEARS AGO 1979/80 🎤🎹🎷
Al Hudson & the Soul Partners, Tiffanys Ilford, 9th December (£3)
Taj Mahal, Venue, London 20th December (£3.75)
Johnny & the Hurricanes, Chick-A-Boom Club, Carshalton 29th December
Marvin Gaye/Edwin Starr, Albert Hall, London, 25th January (£1 standing to £10 for a seat)
THE STORY OF LITTLE DOOLEY
Dooley Witherspoon was born in North Carolina, 31st
October 1949. His early singing experience was, like so
many of the great soul singers, singing gospel music in local
churches. During his early teens he takes up roots in New
York, which he came to call home. 1972 he makes his first
appearance on wax, alas this was a non-starter for the small
independent label Red Ruby, later re-released on North
Bay, ('It's Got To Be)Now Or Never', under the name of
Little Dooley, produced by Philly's Bobby Martin.
Red Ruby/North Bay also released another Northern soul flavoured
dancer, 'Memories', in 1972. He went on to release several more
forty fives for a variety of labels over the next few years, including
North Bay, Baylor, KoKo. He had hooked up with Johnny Baylor
under whom he released a superb deep ballad, 'I Love You' on
Baylor records, also a stomper in 1975 'You Better Be Ready' on
KoKo, which was a huge hit on the northern scene. His best from
this period must be his incredible wailer on KoKo, 'Just Like A
Child', which is a true architect of soul, as he hollers and bemoans
his situation through these magic grooves. Luther Ingram along
with Johnny Baylor co-produced these minutes of dynamite.
It was then that Dooley met his manager, Sonny Casella. Sonny suggested he dropped the Little
and re-christened him Dooley Silverspoon.
He had his first chart success in 1975 on the newly formed Cotton Records, 'Bump Me Baby parts
1&2', (R&B 20) (US Pop 80). The record owes a lot to George McCrae's 'Rock Your Baby'.
Bumping was very big around this time, and many other releases hit with the same groove, 'Rock
The Boat' by Hues Corporation comes to mind.
Dooley Silverspoon was the mainstay of the UK Seville Label, having one album, seven solo
singles, and two duets with Jeanne Burton, all of them written and produced by Sonny Casella,
under the influence of S.O.N.N.Y (Sound of New New York).
Just listen to the intro, a Joe Tex type rap on 'As Long As You Know (Who You Are)', demanding
us to listen "I'm gonna preach to you this morning" and you'll see why I was Dooleyfied. Vocally he
varies his style yet always retaining a natural roughness that's hard not to be captured by its
presence. He attacks his material with an armoury of gospel techniques, whoops and squeals.
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'Let Me Be The No 1 (In Your Life)', made it into the UK top 50. Big brass opening aids the catchy
pulsating rhythm which drives everything onwards, with sax threading in and out of the vocals,
with his joyous whoops; it’s all quite breath-taking. On 'Believe In Me' our Dooley's sounding not
unlike Sam Cooke as he attacks the lyrics with such emotion. 'Game Players', its pounding rhythm
was always on all Northern Soul play lists, a superb bouncer. 'Right Under Your Nose' a brilliant
soul ballad, on which he really lets his hair down as he hollers, shouts and screams as though
possessed as he pleads his tale. 'American Music' is a joyously creative, happy chugging dancer.
'Building My World Around You' is a wonderful mid-tempo shuffling ballad. Finally one of my
favourites of many, 'Closer To Losing You', a long atmospheric instrumental intro, before it settles
into a catchy compulsive melodic neat floater.
Since that time, Dooley has been inactive as a recording artist.

Northern Soul classic of the issue. 1.
(Time to get the talc out)

TEN CHRISTMAS CRACKERS.
James Brown - Lets Make Christmas Mean Something This Year (King)
John Lee Hooker - Blues For Christmas (Vee Jay)
Freddy King - I Hear Jingle Bells (Federal)
Johnny & Jon - Christmas In Vietnam (Jewel)
Rudy & the Rialtos/Wolfman Jack - Christmas Tears Will Fall (UK Gull)
Sonny Parker - Boogie Woogie Santa (EPM)
Marvin Sease - Funky Christmas (RMP)
Butter Beans & Susie - Papa Ain't No Santa Claus (Bluebird)
Bab's Gonzalez - The Be-Bop Santa Claus (Essex)
Huey Smith & the Clowns - Silent Night (UK Ace)
Preston Shannon - Merry Christmas Baby (Bullseye)

Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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After much success fronting The Belmonts, and then
as a solo act on the fledgling independent Laurie
label Dion signed with one of the majors. This CD
captures his first two Columbia LPs, both of which
were originally issued in 1963.
The highlight of the initial album is a blues-drenched
moody handling of Leiber & Stoller’s Ruby Baby,
which had been a 1956 top ten R&B hit for The
Drifters.
Dion co-wrote five of the songs on this first release
with various collaborators, including the creative Wes
Farrell and brothers Noel & Joe Sherman. The pick of
them features the superb Del-Satins doing a
Belmonts’ role on Gonna Make It Alone in support of
Dion’s gutsy vocal and macho swagger. Will Love
Ever Come My Way is a catchy forlorn teen ballad enhanced by atmospheric backing vocals. The
Loneliest Man In The World and He’ll Only Hurt You are a pair of dramatic beat ballads in a Roy
Orbison vein, sung well with angst and emotion. Less appealing is the jazzy drum driven Unloved,
Unwanted Me.
A nice arrangement of Skeeter Davis’ country/pop smash The End Of The World showcases
Dion’s pure voice, although the spoken passage is somewhat stilted. The Goffin/King composition
Go Away Little Girl is pleasant enough, following a similar pattern to the hit singles by Steve
Lawrence (No.1 US) and Mark Wynter (No.6 UK).
There is a pretty cool version of Peggy Lee/Little Willie John’s Fever, with a nod to Elvis’ take on it
too. A couple of songs made famous by Al Jolson see shades of Bobby Darin in the approach,
and even Sinatra springs to mind (!). You’re Nobody ‘Til Somebody Loves You, later to be a hit for
Dean Martin is in much the same middle of the road territory with swinging brass.
Dion combined with Ernie Maresca, who had written The Wanderer, and with whom he had
penned Runaround Sue, on the wonderful Donna The Prima Donna for the second LP. So-called
as a tribute to Dion’s kid sister, it can be considered as one of his finest moments with his rich
melodious vocals soaring above a majestic Del-Satins backing.
The rocking You’re Mine with a bluesy saxophone present was also written by Dion, and he had a
hand in co-writing three other numbers. Sweet Sweet Baby contains some fine harmonica playing,
Flim Flam has something of a Ruby Baby flavour to it with the Del-Satins showing their usual
grand form, while I Can’t Believe (That You Don’t Love Me Anymore) sees Dion adopting a
sentimental approach akin to lounge music.
Splendid renditions of two Cleftones up-tempo doo-woppers Can’t We Be Sweethearts and This
Little Girl Of Mine are impressive and uplifting. There is also an earnest cover of the Ritchie
Valens ballad Donna, and the haunting mournful blues of Troubled Mind. The folksy Oh Happy
Days is cheerfully sung with conviction, and the Gerry Goffin & Carole King poppy slice of doowop, This Little Girl, is a catchy well-crafted piece.
Closing the CD is one of Hank Williams’ recordings in his Luke the Drifter persona - Be Careful Of
Stones That You Throw - a cautionary monologue/ditty performed in a sincere manner.
Lee Wilkinson
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An interesting concept indeed is offered by this disc. It is not
just about the song in the title, but also other records relative to
it, and to the American coal mining industry itself in bygone
days.
So, it all kicks off with the 1947 original, with its spoken
interlude of explanation, from the creator of the ditty, Merle
Travis. The most famous version - No.1 in both the USA and
Britain - sung by Tennessee Ernie Ford follows. A melodic
1967 rendition of Sixteen Tons is given by George Davis, who
claimed that Travis had based it on a song that he had written
in the 1930s. There are also very worthwhile and differing
individual treatments from the 1987 Johnny Cash Is Coming
To Town LP, a swinging Bo Diddley back in 1960 and Johnny Taylor’s soulful Stax recording.
The first of several protest songs - Coal Miner’s Blues - is a 1938 recording by The Carter Family
with Maybelle playing lead guitar and her cousin Sara the main vocalist, drawing attention to the
plight of mine workers. Woody Guthrie’s composition The Ludlow Massacre recalls the 1914
attack on striking miners by the Colorado National Guard which resulted in a number of deaths
including some of their wives and children, whereas Phil Ochs’ folk song Hazard Kentucky speaks
of a coal strike with miners living in poverty and desperately needing “a union that will care”.
Marty Robbins sings a mournful tale of a collier’s daughter’s nightmare of a mining disaster in The
Dream Of A Miner’s Child. Gene Autry’s lament, The Death Of Mother Jones commemorates the
prominent activist who helped coordinate mining strikes and became known as “the most
dangerous woman in America”
A couple of other songs relevant to the theme are an alternative version of Nappy Brown’s bluesy
Savoy release Coal Miner and Loretta Lynn’s autobiographical signature country song Coal
Miner’s Daughter. Five foreign language versions of the title song are of limited interest and rather
wearing. Notes in the accompanying booklet tell us that although the tune is almost identical, the
story varies somewhat in three of them. However unless you happen to be proficient in German,
Swedish or Italian you are not likely to notice the difference.
Jimmy Murphy’s Sixteen Tons Rock And Roll, which first delighted my ears on the CBS Rockabilly
Classics LP was originally issued in 1956, while Johnny Carroll’s Sixteen Tons Rockabilly comes
from his 1978 Texabilly Album on Ronnie Weiser’s Rollin’ Rock label. Jimmy Dean’s million selling
Big Bad John needs no introduction, and the answer song, The Cajun Queen, written by Wayne
Walker and performed by Red Sovine has an effective harmonica sound. Finally Earl Robinson
regales us with 42 Kids, an amusing classroom pastiche from a school master’s point of view.
Lee Wilkinson

The first time I saw Christone “Kingfish” Ingram he was around 13 or 14 years old, but he was
already an accomplished blues guitarist. Since then I have seen him a number of times, most
recently in 2017 in Cleveland Ms with two other talented youngsters, Jontavius Willis and
Marquise Knox, performing a tribute to John Lee Hooker. These young musicians are part of a
continuing tradition around the Clarksdale area of musicians like Super Chikan, Bill “Howlin' Madd”
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Perry, “Big A” Sherrod and Lucious Spiller playing older style blues where in other parts of the
south the music has developed into the soul-blues genre.
Now 20 years old, Ingram has released his first CD,
“Kingfish”, on Alligator records. The album is produced by
Buddy Guy's producer and co-songwriter Tom Hambridge,
who has co-written 11 of the 12 songs, seven with Ingram
and four with Richard Fleming who has written for many
blues artists including Koko Taylor and Eddy Clearwater.
The other, “If You Love Me” is written by Ingram with
Jontavius Willis.
Ingram plays and sings with a maturity surprising for one so
young, which prompted his grandmother to suggest that he
had “been here before”, which is the subject of one of the
songs here. There is a good variety of styles from the
pounding opener “Outside Of This Town” to the gentler
“Been Here Before” on which Ingram plays acoustic guitar,
the slow blues of “Hard Times” and the soulful lilting “Listen” which features Keb' Mo on second
vocal. Keb' Mo plays guitar on this track and on five others. Buddy Guy plays guitar and provides
second vocals on “Fresh Out”, and Billy Branch contributes harmonica on “If You Love Me”.
This is an impressive debut by the young bluesman, and the future of the blues is assured for a
little longer.
Alan Lloyd

Kingfish, Jontavius Willis and Marquise Knox in a tribute to John Lee Hooker - © Nick Cobban.
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TFTW continues to revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a current relevance.

ROCKING ON MERSEYSIDE
1958-62 (part 1) by Neil Foster
Previously printed over four issues between August and November 2001

One night in early 1959 I watched a Rock’n’Roll group called “The Hot Shots” playing their version
of ‘C’mon Everybody’ to a sparse audience in a dingy club on Merseyside. What made them stand
out was that they were playing the bass line to the song not on a guitar but on a baritone sax! I
can see the saxist now, leaping energetically high into the air (quite a feat in itself as the baritone
is a heavy instrument), wearing a jaunty cheese-cutter on the back of his head (I didn’t know it
was called a cheese-cutter then; to me it was just a funny-looking cap). Full marks for originality!
These were the very early days of what came to be called Merseybeat but which was, in fact, just
British boys trying to sing and play American Rock’n’Roll. I had been a Rock’n’Roll fan since 1955
and had met a kindred spirit, Charlie Richmond, while working in Liverpool Public Library in 1957.
He became my best friend but it was not until 1958 that we met the man who would change our
lives completely.
John Day, who in spite of his name was Anglo-Indian, born in Bombay, came to Liverpool in 1958
and started work in the library, where we met him. He was over 6 feet tall and a superb athlete: so
good that he was picked to swim for the All India Under 18 team in the Olympics. He was also a
very good runner but more important, he could play guitar. He taught my friend, Charlie, to play
guitar and John’s brother, Rodney, came in on drums. As a trio, they performed at all sorts of
church socials, wedding receptions etc. I have a vivid memory of their appearance at a small club
called “The Chequers” (not the well-known one in Seel Street; this was off Renshaw Street, near
the city centre).
It was a Sunday night and there were few people in. During a lull in the performance, an educated
female voice (probably a student) floated across from a corner. “I say, why have you stopped
playing?” John, the leader, explained that he was consulting a list of songs, trying to decide which
one to play next. “Why don’t you play one of that twangy guitar fellow’s things?” suggested the
voice. “Eddie something-or-other”. I had never heard Duane Eddy described in such toffee-nosed
terms!
I desperately wanted to join the Delacardoes (as the trio was now called) on tenor sax but John
was reluctant to take me on. It seemed I had put him off by hitting top F on the sax after hours in
the Picton Reading Room, which had a fantastic echo. He was afraid that the sax would drown out
the guitars. I had been taking saxophone lessons for a year, working my way through The Jimmy
Dorsey Saxophone Method with ill-concealed impatience.
I was complaining to my tutor one day about the endless scales and arpeggios I was forced to
practise, whereupon he reminded me that it could be a lot worse. He told me the true story of a
German saxophone teacher who had forced his pupils to practise blowing one note for six months
until they were able to produce what he considered an acceptable tone quality: then he allowed
them to blow another note! The truth was that my teacher and I were at cross-purposes. He was
trying to turn me into a sight-reading, dance-band sax-player when all I wanted was to be a
honking, rip-roaring sax-blaster in a Rock’n’Roll band. It was inevitable that we would go our
separate ways.
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The Delacardoes trio at the
Green Dolphin Club, Liverpool
in 1960. Left to right: Charlie
Richmond (rhythm), John Day
(lead), Rodney Day (drums).
The Delacardoes with me! Photo taken
1961 and I'm with the tenor sax, of course.
In late 1959 the Delacardoes entered the Carroll Levis Discoveries contest at the Empire Theatre,
Liverpool. The Empire was then the largest provincial theatre in Britain (a 2,000 plus seater) with
an enormous stage. The families and friends of the performers were in the audience and I had
brought my mother and sister as support. The Delacardoes, sadly, were lost on the huge stage
and all but inaudible with their ludicrously tiny amplifier.
Shortly afterwards, the compere announced another group: Rory Storm and the Hurricanes. Even
before the curtains opened they had started playing and a powerful, throbbing sound filled the
theatre. My mother turned to me with a look of annoyance on her face. “They’re loud, aren’t they?”
she complained. They were. Each member had his own Vox amplifier and they were bent back
over them, playing with furious abandon. Visually, as well as instrumentally, they were stunning.
Each one was a showman and at the back was a showman drummer: Ringo Starr! At the front,
writhing ecstatically like a golden snake was the greatest showman ever to step onto a Liverpool
stage – Rory Storm!
Whenever people bleat about the early Beatles, I tell them about this show. Although it is 40 years
since I saw the group I have never forgotten their devastating stage-act. To create such an impact
with the somewhat primitive equipment of the time was a marvellous feat. They were the first truly
professional Rock’n’Roll group I ever saw on Merseyside. They didn’t win, of course. The winner
was a repulsively precocious little girl who stood on a chair and recited a music hall monologue
called “Thank ‘eavens Mrs Evans” in a piercing voice. The whole thing was a farce.
In the summer of 1960 the Delacardoes were playing at a basement club in Rodney Street, called
The Green Dolphin. One night I was watching them play when out of the gloom appeared a small,
slightly built, pale-faced boy, dressed completely in black and wearing sunglasses. He was
accompanied by a girl, also dressed in black, who was a foot taller than him. They made a weird
couple. To my surprise, the boy greeted me by name and peering through the disguise I
recognized Stuart Sutcliffe, who had been in my class at Prescot Grammar School. He was a very
talented artist whose work was often hanging on the wall of the Art class. However, he had never
shown any interest in or aptitude for music so I was surprised when he told me was in a group. He
made this announcement in a strange, mysterious, pretentious manner.
“We’ve just come back from Hamburg,” he said, trying to impress me. I was baffled now. Why, I
asked myself, do they have to go to Hamburg? Can’t they get bookings in Liverpool? But his
manner was so intriguing that I had to ask the name of the group and he replied in the same selfimportant manner: “The Beetles” (He did not explain it was a pun on “Beat”). I was so utterly
astonished that I forgot to laugh. Most groups then strove to choose tough-sounding, masculine
names like Paul Power and the Piledrivers and Vic Vortex and the Volcanoes but “Beetles”! After
he’d gone I went over to our group and told them the story. We all laughed and agreed that we
had never heard such a ridiculous name. “They’ll never get anywhere with a name like that”, I
said.
Shortly after, the lease of the “Green Dolphin” expired and the Manager opened a new club called
“The Cherokee” in Bold Street. There was a downstairs coffee bar and a cloakroom but the room
where we played was just an attic. Crude paintings on Red Indian themes adorned the walls
(painted by a local art student) and there were ultra violet lights (the sort that made your teeth
glow in the dark and that showed up the girls’ white underwear) to create some sort of
atmosphere.
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However, there was no stage and even though we did our best to improvise a barricade of
amplifiers, drums and mike stands, people regularly fell into the band on crowded Saturday nights.
When we complained to the Manager, he nailed a plank upright in front of our gear – which
ensured that even more people fell into the band. Conditions were primitive throughout – just one
toilet/wash basin for up to 80 people and it was a potential fire hazard – the only way of escape
would have been through the window, which was 20 feet from the ground. There was a lot of
violence on the door as the bouncers repelled drunks who had been refused admission; we came
in once and the banisters had been ripped off in a struggle!
The Manager, Eddie Collins, looked like a bouncer himself and used to regale us with stories of
how he fought the Japs in World War II (useful experience for any Liverpool club-owner, especially
if you still retain your tommy gun and bayonet!). For a time, he allowed the club to be run by some
unsavoury acquaintances, little more than gangsters, who, we suspected, were robbing the till and
the jukebox. One night, the ringleader, a tinpot creep we called “Bigga Tony”, because he fancied
himself as a Mafia-type, refused us admission when we called in late one night for a coffee. (The
“Cherokee” stayed open far later than city centre coffee bars). The excuse? “We weren’t
members”! John and Rodney, both big lads, contemptuously brushed “Bigga Tony” aside like a
midge, whereupon he shouted up the stairs melodramatically, “Bring down the knives!” I laughed
at this and was tempted to shout, “Yeah, and bring down the forks as well – there’s two big lads
here who’ll make a meal of you!”
I had now joined the group on tenor sax. (And I had the world’s best saxophone – the beautiful
Selmer Mark VI. More about that later). Very few groups then had a sax and it was a thrill taking
the glittering instrument out of its plush-lined case and hanging it around my neck (maybe I
couldn’t play it very well but I could always claim that I had the biggest and most expensive tiepin
on Merseyside!)
One night as I took the saxophone out of its case and the light flashed on it like Excalibur, I
noticed a teddy-girl type (peroxide blonde, big knockers, tight skirt and earrings like handgrenades) gazing in open-mouthed astonishment at the unfamiliar instrument. She suddenly
yelled out in the thickest Scouse accent I’ve ever heard, “Oo-er! ’Eez gorra bugle! ‘Eez gorra
bugle!” Later that night as we were returning from the coffee bar on the corner, she was hanging
out of the window, yelling, “It’s the bugler!”
(To be continued…)

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
OUR WEBSITE AT
www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your web enabled equipment, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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In this episode we’ll explore the sequel to the first Rock’n’Roll movie ever
made, reviewed and commented on in the last issue of Tales From The
Woods magazine.
Despite having encountered initial reservations by both producers and
critics,
saw a fair amount of success.
Screen writer Robert E. Kent takes matters into his own hands to prove
the media wrong on the dangers of Rock’n’Roll.
Fred F. Sears reprises his role as director with
, the newest, biggest
Rock’n’Roll movie of all, paving the way for a new genre of music films based on the highly
popular and stylish Rhythm & Blues.
Yet again starring Alan Freed as lead character along with Bill Haley and his Comets somewhat in
a minor role as pop singer Alan Dale takes the torch accompanied by a troupe of Rock stars more
varied and diverse than before. With Dave Appell & The Applejacks, Little Richard and The
Treniers.
Alan Dale was a very popular pop singer friend of Fred F. Sears who offered
him the lead role. He himself switched to Rock’n’Roll writing and singing all the
songs performed in the movie.
The Treniers, formerly known as The Trenier
Twins, was an American jump and blues group
led by twin brothers. The group would appear as well in
The soundtrack is exquisitely colourful and lively including:
“Don’t Knock The Rock” performed by Haley and His Comets.
“I Cry More” performed by Alan Dale.
“You’re Just Right” performed by Alan Dale.
“Hot Dog Buddy Buddy” performed by Haley and His Comets.
“Goofin’ Around” performed by Haley and His Comets.
“Hook Line And Sinker” performed by Haley and His Comets.
“Applejack” performed by Dave Appell and the Applejacks.
“Your Love Is my Love” performed by Alan Dale.
“Calling All The Comets” performed by Haley and His Comets.
“Out Of The Bushes” performed by The Treniers.
“Rip It Up” performed by Little Richard.
“Rocking On Saturday Night” performed by The Treniers.
“Gonna Run” performed by Alan Dale.
“Long Tally Sally” performed by Little Richard.
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“Tutti-Frutti” performed by Little Richard.
“Country Dance” performed by Dave Appell and the Applejacks.
“Don’t Knock The Rock” performed by Alan Dale.

Having found acclaim and popularity elsewhere, a rock star and his band
return to his small hometown only to find the mayor has banned
Rock’n’Roll due to its sinful nature and incitement to violence. Rather than
admitting defeat the band decides to organise a concert, gathering a bunch
of Rock’n’Roll bands to prove him wrong.
The plot strikes a remarkable similarity to

.

A city boy and his mother resettle in a small country town where
the local priest has forbidden music and dancing. His rebellious
spirit but ultimate good intentions will be put to the test when he
gets involved in organising his high school prom concert.
Allegedly screen writer Dean Pitchford got the idea from a
newspaper article where a hugely religious rural town in
Oklahoma had a music and dancing ban since its foundation till a
group of students requested an exception for their prom which is eventually granted.
Nevertheless, the similarities are substantial and one wonders if
true inspiration for
.

was the

Footloose would see a less memorable remake later on in 2011, albeit leading actress Julianne
Hough has played other roles including Rock’n’Roll and she is now cast as Jolene on
TV series.
An exhaustive search on YouTube won’t bring any satisfactory results,
unfortunately when centred on the full 1956 movie. Otherwise, by lowering our
expectations we can find most songs readily available including “Don’t Knock
The Rock” by Bill Haley and His Comets or Little Richard’s “Long Tall Sally”,
many of them taken from the original film performance.
On a physical format, it is on a double feature DVD along with
also with Alan Freed and Bill Haley and His Comets.
is on Netflix which I am about to watch once I finish this article.

Marti Canal
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Last Buzz column for 2019, just to reflect briefly as we head rapidly towards
the third decade of the new century. It’s been a good year for Tales From The Woods; we have
made quite a lot of new friends as our ever building membership displays, and we have reached
another milestone in our history of live events. We were so proud to bring to the UK the Raging
Cajun, Doug Kershaw, who performed a hugely successful, highly praised show back in June at
the 100 Club, while the Rockabilly Rebel himself not only performed his own sparkling set, but
stepped up to provide backing vocals for Doug. A true Rock’n’Roll trooper that Graham Fenton is,
he not only loved doing it, but also cherishes the memory.
Our thrice yearly musical soiree for our members at Gerry's Club in Soho, simply goes from
strength to strength, it is indeed rapidly becoming a TFTW institution.
The year also saw us move into very new and exciting territory, giving birth to our TFTW
documentary, a dream I've have had in my head for years, now it's become a reality, we even
anticipate to whet your appetite with its first trailer on our website by Christmas.
2020 gang will have the WOW factor. Our Swamp Pop Show in April will be a triumph I'm sure.
Kicking off the year unusually early for us, with our TFTW Hootenanny on 2nd of January, the
months that follow will see many interviews for both our magazine and documentary.
As I mentioned briefly in my page 3 column we have some very exciting projects that we are at
present working hard on.
Before I go, I’d like to thank all those people who have taken time out to lavish praise on what we
strive to do, those kind words are indeed much appreciated. A special mention has to be given to
the rockin’ fan who rarely misses a TFTW show, travels well over 400 miles from his home in
Southern Scotland to be with us. He does so because he has peace of mind that he will be in time
to board that last northern bound train from Kings Cross terminal, unable to stay overnight in
London, as domestic circumstances will not allow. He is able to do so, as in his words, our shows
start and finish on time, we must have the best stage manager in the business.
Yes, we do, and we'll all look forward to seeing you again in April, no doubt heading towards the
bar with that friendly wide grin.
Have a great festive season gang,
Now then Dave what have we got to look forward to on the gig front, to cheer up those couple of
dreary, dark winter months.
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
December 2019
1
Sunday
Eilen Jewell Band
Americana artist with new album to promote. (A Green Note gig).
100 Club
£20 + fees
4
Wednesday
Yola
A big voice, country soul, and the approval of Dan Penn are just a few of the things that make Yola a mustsee singer.
Islington Assembly Hall
£22 + fees standing, £24.75 balcony
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8
Sunday
Lucky Peterson
Exclusive London show for multi-instrumentalist bluesman.
Hideaway, Streatham £25
8
Sunday
Mike Sanchez
Everybody’s favourite December treat. Why wait till Christmas?
100 Club
£14 + fees
13 & 14
Friday & Saturday Michael Dotson
A Chicago bluesman and former Teardrop.
Ain’t Nothin’ But, Music 9.30 pm
19
Thursday
Ronnie Spector
Eleven months after the last visit sees increases in venue size and tickets.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire (Prices exclude a handling fee of £2.75) Remaining prices £43.70, £35.25
27 & 28
Friday & Sunday
The Valentine Brothers + Randy Brown
From Indigo2 to this much smaller venue in the middle of the Christmas holiday suggests a turkey sandwich
is on the menu.
Jazz Cafe
£29.50 + fees
January 2020
16
Thursday
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Legendary country rock band. If you see Gram
Parsons it’s probably the burrito you’ve eaten.
Under The Bridge
£25 + fees
16
Thursday
Mud Morganfield
Outer London gig for one of Muddy Waters’ sons.
Eel Pie Club at the Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£17 + fees (adv), £17 (door)
16
Thursday
Billy Branch & The Sons Of
The Blues
A celebration of Little Walter.
100 Club
£25 + fees
17
Friday
Otis Grand & The Big Blues
Band
Volume obsession notwithstanding, something for
the whole audience to enjoy.
Under The Bridge
£20 + fees
18
Saturday
Mud Morganfield
Inner London gig for one of Muddy Waters’ sons.
Under The Bridge
£20 + fees (earlybird), £25 +
fees
19
Sunday
Former lead
Thunderbirds.
100 Club

Kirk Fletcher
guitarist with the

Fabulous

£17.50 + fees

22
Wednesday
Keb Mo & Band
American blues artist and occasional film actor.
Subterania
£30 + fees
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The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.
Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

23
Thursday
Sonny Landreth
Rated blues musician whose guitar-playing is something else too.
Islington Assembly Hall
£25 + fees standing, £30 + balcony
21
Tuesday
Joe Harman & Mike Farris
UK soul blues vocalist and US Americana artist.
Under The Bridge
£15 or 20 + fees
23
Thursday
Mike Vernon & The Mighty Combo
Record producer and founder of Blue Horizon on the road.
Eel Pie Club at the Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£17 + fees (adv), £17 (door)
24
Friday
Martha High & The Italian Royal Family
Vocalist with James Brown and Maceo Parker supported by band not monarchy.
100 Club
£25 + fees
February 2020
1
Saturday
The Felice Brothers
Americana band from New York. An alternative to the sold-out Simone Felice gig?
Islington Assembly Hall
£20 + fees
2
Sunday
Will Sexton
Memphis-based singer-songwriter touring with his wife Amy LaVere (according to his website).
Green Note at the Water Rats £12 + fees
6 & 7 Thursday & Friday Dexter Wansel
Arranger, composer, musician, etc. and man forever associated with Philadelphia soul music and many of
its hits.
Jazz Cafe
£25 + fees
11
Tuesday
Sam Baker
Not the soul-singer, but a Texan singer-writer in the field of folk music.
Green Note at the Water Rats £17 + fees
15
Saturday
Rosie Flores
Another Texan, but this time rockabilly and country music are her broad areas of interest.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £17.50 + fees
21
Friday
Si Cranstoun
Rock’n’Roll and Jackie Wilson vocals make for a strong
combination.
100 Club
£20 + fees
22
Saturday
The Polecats
1970s rockabilly band, but today should ‘tribute’ be
added?
Nells’s Jazz & Blues £14 + fees
25
Tuesday
Daddy Long Legs
New York trio bring their rocking blues to vintage clothes
boutique with music bar above.
Paper Dress Vintage, 352a Mare Street, E8 1HR
£15 + fees
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £20 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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